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Buckbport:

The Federal Reserve Hanking System is a simple
and practical means of making the nation's credit
liquid at all times.

SCHEDULE OP MAILS

spending

effect, June 30, 1919.

Week Days.
From Wkst—7.00, 7.18, 11 50 am; 4.80 7.08
p m.
From Bast—It.38, 8.41, 6.43. 10.37
p m. (10.87
mail not distributed until
morn-

SILVY & LINNEHAN, INC.

MAILS

AGEXTS FOR

—

Overland and Chevrolet Cars

hour before

Also Dealers in

Second-hand Cars. Second-hand
Cars now offered :
1 Overland Roadster
1 Chevrolet Roadster
1 Chevrolet Touring Car
1 Reo Truck
3 Ford Touring Cars
1 p,»,-«1 Truck
1 Ford Roadster
Delivery Body
All

newly painted and

in

Ruhlio Auto Service Day and
Night
Reo 34'*<>11 truck to hire for baggage transfer
and general light trucking.

a

First Class Paint and
TELETHON |

Repair Shop

IN

lending

ELLSWORTH.

with

at

midnight.]

4an>

12 in

52—

69—
68—
6872—
76—

Wed
Thu rs
Fri
Hat
dull
Mon
Tues

60—

58—
58—

58—
59—
62—

Weather
conditions

86—

72-

home in Seal Harbor for the

itation

.13

Ox Tongue, 22 oz tin
Breakfast Tongue, <»'j
12

Cotta"" Beef, 24
Cornell Beef. 12

Deviled Meat,

oz

Tartar,

pk<r

.18
1.15
.35
.55
.80
.45
.10
.05
.14
.60
.27
.50

tin

tin

oz

tin

oz

oz tin

.22

and

tin

o oz

summer.

B'i'oztin
Vienna Style Sausage, b \ oz tin
Boneless Chicken, ob oz tin
Ifal Loaf, oz tin
Beanl'l y’s Sliced Beef, S oz glass
Hese1 Brand Sliced Beef, 2'-’ oz glass

will be sold.

body Pew,”

<

“

^n‘tnium
Beef Stew

3 *-■

Bacon in

rrank'

with

oz

glass
Vegetables

.18

glass
and

.25
.50

Gravy,
18

r.rank-; M**at Treats,

f>

oz

oz

Lim-twoiid’s Pure Deviled Ham,
Better Use Our Canned Meat

an

are

in

Ellsworth

Cook,
Worcester, Mass.,

Mrs. Charles

with

son Kenneth,
visiting her parents, James Farrell and wife.

>f

is

tin

small tins
List to Help Solve

.33
.17
.22

night

Miss Ella F. Jordan, who teaches in
lamaica Plain, Mass., is at her home on
;he

Burry

road for the

is
his

rream

Friday

social at

the

Methodist

afternoon and

Charles H.

Votey,

wife and

ice-

parsonage

little

are

cast

as

on

its

James

Carney,

time to

a

house in

is

a

which

house,

a

person

pretty serious offense.

Taplcy Building:, 69

TAPIvEY

Main

St.

Telephones: Office 14, Residence 144

GAUTHIER & YOUNG

—

Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s Tailor-

—

Saturday, July 19, 2.30 p. m., at Wyman
park—Baseball; Ellsworth vs Cherrylield.
Thursday, July 24, at Congregational

ing, also Dressmaking
Pressing, Cleansing and
pairing

church

grounds—Lawn party, opening at
o’clock.
“The Peabody Pew” in the
evening.
4

Monday,
board of

Aug. 11

assessors

with

State
of towns,

Meeting of

—

assessors

at

county courthouse in Ellsworth; at Bar
Harbor following day.

with

(Continued

on

page

Special Rate for caring for Men’s Clothing
by Month. One suit dry cleansed and pressed
weekly, $3 a month. Clothing called for and
delivered.

Corner Main

NEW

„

a

3

♦

FOR

New

JULY
Don't

fail

to

have

patriotic
Fourth.

Come in and hear

for

Ellsworth

CQrry”Orocer,

the

H.

K.

A.
119

Victor

//

and
and

WATER ST.,

STREET

OF

n«n_i ra nee

i

Go.

Franklin, St,,

specials

Come in and see my new aluminum
frames with gold bridge. Kitted with
first quality lenses, only $3.50.
Same
in all gold, $5 while they last.

FILMS

Edward H. Baker
GRADUATE OPTOMETRIST

Telephone

146-11

c. BURRILL

SON

&

HRE AND AUTOJViOBII.E INSURANCE
leadiug coutpanisB
lUAoltKd

^ F. Studer

El-ECTRIOI AN
te®
firing a Specialty
Lstiinates
Gladly Give/
Madr“
^I 'av11] fthf„new
»lue Light

tL%h*.
aud Natural
Light
Vacuum Cleaners for sale

of this and

FARM LIGHTING
HOUSE PIANTS

foreign countries

Get Your Haying Tools Ready
Mowers, Hakes, Tedders
and

Repair

Parts

at

L. E. TREADWELL’S
The PRIMROSE Cream

FACE POWDER.

Separator

lonteel
o

Perfumed with the
blow

Full line of

Farm

Machinery

Costly New Odor of 26 Flowers
or

face, but
dainty "bloom”, far

brush off the

DOESN’Tclosely, giving
chalky "make-up”
sticks

a

different from that

inferior powders. Doubly delightful
Jonteel fragrance. Try a box today.

The liest on the Market

and rented

Tel- 205-2

Brownie

Films

Developed

and
*28c

No. 2 A Brownie and all other 6 ex.
Films Developed and Printed,
40c
24 hour service,
Cash with Order

STANWOOD’S PHOTO CO.
Harrington,

Ellsworth

Maine

tor

the

Week

of

17

Cretonnes, 35c values for
30^’ a var(|
Ladies’ Hamburg-Trimmed Night Robes, only
$1.25
36-in Bleached Sheeting, for only
25£ a yard
No. 60 Berkley Cambric, just received
35^ a yard
Ladies’ Hamburg-Trimmed Open Drawers
69/ a pair
All sizes
17-in All Linen Weft Crash, white or brown 23/ a
yard
Just received, new shades in Good Shepherd Shetland
Floss and Iceland Wool. The new sweaters
knit from this yarn require only two
or three balls.
New

—EntabHslied 18«7—

IRONS

No. 2

Printed,

July

At Eliswartl office. 65 Oafc St.. Sat. to Wad. iaclujoa

sours of the

ELLSWORTH

HARTFORD, CONN.

i

u

FRONT—

on

OPEN EVENINGS.

Edison Machines
Records

L. H. MOSLEY

Firo and Marine

RED

American and European Plan

TIKE AND TUBE REPAIRING
I have recently purchased a three-cavity
air bag mold which enables me to make good
repairs on any site tires. Prices right. Work
guaranteed. Bring or send to—

Roproaon

^^ultablo

THE

ELLSWORTH, MAINE

Marine and Automobile Insurance
^®

FOR

Three doors below P. O.

Manufacturing Optician

THOMPSON

M AI INI

Proprietor.

ANDERSON,

—LOOK

them.

STEAM VULCANIZING
■J.

Restaurant

and Lunch Room

some

music

5)

CLI NGING A

Hancock streets,

VICTOR RECORDS

E. F. ROBINSON

r*

and

Telephone Connection.

OPTOMETRIST

□

of all kinds

ELLSWORTH

Your Picnic Basket Problem.
■

Re-

Also Fur Work

Strtimisemzme

investigation found that fires had
started

KVKNTS.

awakened

was

out; the other two were
burning briskly, but Mr. Turner succeeded in extinguishing them. Early Monday

son

VV.

Dance at Kural
Wednesday, July 15
hall, East Surry. Refreshments.
Thursday, July 17, 5.30 p. in., at Wyman
Park
Baseball, Ellsworth vs. Hancock
Point.
Friday, July 18—Ice-cream sociable at
Methodist parsonage.

in

had burned itself

visiting

COMING

Waltham,
shortly before
night by smoke, and
alone

kerosene, paper and
rags at both doors to the house and also in
a third place under his window.
One fire

evening.

L'harles, of Meriden, Conn.,

same

Davis,

Albert

sleeping

upon
been

Monaghan.
an

with the

midnight Sunday

Mrs. Daniel Doherty of Melrose, Mass.,
with little daughter Helen, is visiting her
not her, Mrs. C. E.

the evening “The Pea-

In

Thomas J. lurner of

summer.

it?

on

o.

and

Horace W. Grant of Clifton was arin the
Ellsworth
raigned
municipal
court yesterday, charged with arson.
He
was bound over to the grand jury in the
sum
of £1,000, and committed to the
county jail in default. Setting fire in the

son

extended visit.

The Methodist club will have

tin

Harrington,

Leon

It is now nearly time to get your
Auto out. Don’t you want some
We will be glad to accept a risk from vou.

cake

John Whitcomb,
Albert Cunningham,
John Murch, Elmer Peterson and Monroe
McUowd, jr. Miss Frances Doyle was
chaperone.

Martin J. Thorsen of Boston, with
and Severin, is visiting relatives in Ellsworth.

for

Insurance

lawn

previous presentation, will be repeated
by request.
Mrs. F. C. Burrill entertained the
following at her cottage, “Rest a While,”
at Shady Nook Monday evening:
Rachel
and Alice Haynes, Chartotte Sawyer, Ruth
Whiting, Evelyn Osgood, Elizbeth Royal,
Charlotte Whitcomu, Elizabeth Bartlett,
and John
Phyllis Clements, Henry

Mrs.

Elton of Wenonah, N. J.,

a

some novel attractions,
sandwiches, coffee, ice-cream and

Macomber of Manchester, Mich.,
is spending a few days with his brother,
J. 11. Macomber.

and

Maine

church

There will be

U. H.

Beckwith

Bank

AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE

party on the Congrounds Thursday
afternoon, July £1, opening at 4 o’clock.

D. E. Brown and wife of Brockton,
Mass., are here. They were accompanied
by Mr. Palmer.

Linwood T.

County Savings

Insurance and Rea! Estate

There will be

Dr.

• Mrs.

Hancock
Ellsworth,

the

saucer.

gregational

Mrs. Thomas Innes of Brockton, Mass.,
visiting her mother, Mrs. E. F. Robin

sons

flowing river,

a

some people follow the lines of least resistance
ami spend all their surplus cash for luxuries.
Drifting is easy but
accomplishment requires determination. Decide to save all you can
Start an account with the Hancock
County Savings Bank.

Higgins Friday afternoon, July 18, at 3
o’clock, to complete arrangements. A
basket lunch will be served, and each
woman is requested to bring
plate, cup

Pio and daughter Sylvia, of
are spending a week
in Ellsworth.

'■ lb

in

our

WHY BE A DRIFTER?
Like

implicated

interested

of

q/’Ellsworth.Maine

vited to meet at the home of Miss Leonora

Charles E.

Pours' Cream

are

investigation

approaching mid-summer fair under the
auspices of the Unitarian Alliance are in-

Portsmouth, N. H.,

Stifkuey w

who

women

make a personal

well able to serve

Union Trust Company

a

All

Willis Joy of Grand Forks, N. I)., is
the guest of M. E. Hamlin for a few
days.
is

Richardson,

to

we are so

to

at

Miss Alice Qaynor of Attlebcro, Mass.,
is visiting relatives here.
Mrs. F. H. Macomber has gone to her

12,'.

You are invited
facilities and service.

Richardson in the larceuy

H.

loyal now because in the past we have
Their firm loyalty is the foundation of our

present strength; it is one reason why
you, now and in the future.

tire and cushion from an automobile
Mt. Desert, as reported last week,
pleaded guilty in the Ellsworth municipal court, and paid a fine of $5 and
costs, amounting in all to £14.57.
of

Precip-

forenoon afternoon
fair
fair
fair
fair,rain
fair
fair
fair
cloudy
fair
fair
fair fair,showers
fair
fair

E.

Qeorge

it is

are

well.

will

Mortimer

Midnight Tuesday,
July 15, 1919.

Teniperature

depositors

served tnem

mer.

at

| From observations
taken at the powei
station of the liar Harbor <fc Union Rivei
Power Co., in iSllsworth.
Precipitation
Kiven in inches for the twenty-four hours

ending

Our

his

rain,

It is

*

meet in a daylight-saving
Wyman park to-morrow evening,
Saturday at 2.30, Ellsworth will
play Cherryfield at Wyman Park.
Mrs. Gladys Stanley and little son
Winslow, accompanied by a friend from
Haverhill, Mass., spent last week with
her mother, Mrs. Rose
Young. Master
Winslow will remain through the sum-

postofflce half

at

account of

as

game at
at 5.30.

closes.

mail

nKATH EK

Wfelc

For

first-class order.

[grtf
Also

teams

Sundays.

Registered mail should be

on

loyalty of our clients is one of our biggest assets.
tangible, perhaps, as our $2,000,000 resources, but
significant.

Ellsworth and Hancock Point baseball

days.

Going West—3.10, 5.15 and 9 pm.
No mail East Sunday.

an

at

the

on

day, was postponed,
Friday of this week.

Going West—12 m; 3.10, 6.18 and 9 pm.
Going East—6.30 am: 4 pm.

EI_l_SWORTM

—

m.

AT POSTOFFICB

Week

..GARAGE..
STREET

MAIN

CLOSE

vacation

-summer

The picnic of the Congregational Sunday school planned to be held at A. K.
Russell's camp at Patten pond last Fri-

Sundays.
From West—7, 11.50 a ro; 7.08 p
No mail from east Sunday.

just

company.

desired.

following

ing.)

The

not quite so

Surry road.
At the close of the
prayer-meeting at
the Baptist
church to-morrow evening
there will be an important business meeting. A large attendance of members is

MAILS Rif Oil YE D.

[This “ad" written soil furnished by the Federal Reserve Bank
of Boston.)

the

wife’s home

AT BLL8WORTH POSTOFFICE.

In

One Reason Why We Grow

Howard A. McLellan, principal of the
Island Falls high school, with his wife, is

Bucksport Bank statement

As a member of that system, this bank is as
of local conditions as it is humanly
independent
possible to make it.

No. 29.

I

abbrrtigrmrnte.

Wood-

Capt. George P. Woodward and wife of
Bogota, N. J., and R. B. Warner and wife
of West Hoboken, N. J., are
visiting here.
L. H. Cushman and
family left last week
for their new home in Plattsmouth, Neb.,
where Mr. Cushman will be superintend-

—

little value without the reservoir behind it.

\ BN 'KBRD AS • BOON I) CLASS MATTER
I
AT TUB BLLSWOBTH POSTOPPIOB.

1919.

Mrs. Joseph A. Callahan of Dorchester,
Mass., with infant daughter, is visiting
her parents, John Hawkes and wife.

Farm for rent
J A Haynes—Grocer
M L Adams—Dry goods
.1 A Thompson—Chocolates
Prohate notice—Alice Byerly eat
—Biou B Jordan et al
—Emily L Harrison est
p
William J Robinson
Notice of foreclosure—Jesse E Ritchie
Probate notice
Robert Pend eton Bowler
et als

RESERVOIR systems Insure a steady water supply
in every city and large town. The faucet is of very

AFTPIRNOON, JULY 16,

Mrs. Votey’s parents, Dr. H. L. D.
ruff and wife.

WKW ADVKKTI8EMKNTH THIS WEEK

ELLSWORTH, MAINE
Making

WEDNESDAY

look of

with its rich

MARTIN L. ADAMS

E. G. Moore
rexall.
ELLSWORTH,

95 HAIN

druggist
MAINE

Ellsworth,

STREET

Maine

aDon-uanJunu*

ffiutnal 15mcfit Column.

DOCTOR URGED
AN OPERATION
Compound

and Was Cured.

vousnesa

ana

ne»a-

acbes ana every
month would have to
stay in bed most of
Treatthe time.
ments would relieve
me for a time but
my doctor was always urging me to
-Jhave an operation.
My sister asked me
^to try Lydia E. Pinkh a m’s Vegetable
r

By

Compound before
consenting to an
'operation. I took

Md.

It is only natural for any woman to
dread the thought of an operation. So
many women have been restored to
health by this famous remedy, Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, after
an operation has been advised that it
will pay any woman who suffers from
such ailments to consider trying it before submitting to such a trying ordeaL

Herbert Weed of Boston is visiting
N. Jordan.

bis sister. Mrs. 8.

wife

daughters
Gladys and Marian of Dorchester, Mas*,
are
Rhodes’ parent*,
guests of Mrs.
Willard Haslam and wife.
The

of

members

Syndic

Court

had

It is hoped they
meeting July 12.
will come again.
The town has lost one of its respected

July

citizens in the death

on

sixty years.

been
He

in

at the age of
poor health
born

6 of Bion

B.

He had

for several

spent
neighbor,

an

months

the

Funeral

church

July

7.

The

On

Brooklyn,

N.

Y.,

Mrs. Elia McCauley and friends, Mr.
Sidelinger, wife and daughter, of Quincy, |
Mass., are at the McCauley home.
Mrs. T. J. Hodgkins and maid, Mrs.
Wilson, of Chicago, are at Mrs. F. M.
summer.

Mrs. C. K. Bunker and

son

Wooster and family arrived by

Saturday
Bister

from

Everett, Mass.,

Bertha at

the

7.

even

the other

a

hand, there

are

inspiration
near

us

to

feel

we

as

though
mental
feel ten

we
had taken a
spritoal tonic,
bath. Where the others made na
years older, these people renew our youth,
toward the
All the antagonism we felt
irritators nas gone in an instant, the sun
has broken out of darkness and brought
fresh life and cheer and we feel a new joy
of liviug. They
bring
hopefulness, joy,
and comfort. We
for their
long
peace
coming we dread to have them go, because
they have changed our very climate from
an artic to a temperate one.
We take new
courage when they come again; they add

Shtimtannrms,

guest at Mrs. E. V.

was

PROMPT RELIEF

for the keid-distressed
try two or three

stomach,

to

we

her.

could

one mountain

|

did we, and

So

in-

home

the

of

wound around
and

hill, found her,
as glad to sec u*

was
meet

and

call.

to
way
Disable” we

trust

we

as

were

fine,
just discern the outline of
top which slie told us the
view

The

also

was

people used to say was Mt. Washington, but she did not vouch for that
j as a fact. Everywhere here roaes and
other flowers brighten the places and
old

fro

11

both of these

roses,
blossoms.

our

we were

sweet

ful

williams
Maria

Aunt

“chauffeur,"

given beautiand
other

partial

was

to

him with

and decorated

tea-rose.

all
\

called

we

to

see

“Law,"

Her

cordially greeted.

and

were

are

cares

in-

by the addition of four little
j grandchildren, their mother having been
Then Dedham
a victim of the influenza.
was suggested, and Esther was given a
creased

surprise

by

arrival

our

her

also found

John

and

there,

we

home and her

at

garden floui9bing.
A ride by Load pond to Backsport. and
supper there, made a complete outing.
If the chauffeur’s vacation were not over,
all of the M. B.’s in the county would
AUNT Madge.
have a call from
vines and

j

A. H. Mears left
a

BLCKHILL FALLS
Robert Allen it employed

week

with

Mr*.

Gertrude

Mr*.

arrived

at

taeir

suuira*r

Announcement*

have

b<

me

Hender*on of R»nn*y(v
ber cottage.

George Bickford

been

here for tbe
Mr.

Holiday
r**-eiv

J

of the

marriage of Merten Hodgi ma of
Detroit, Mich and Mi*# M-t her S- haefT r
of Olnev. IF.. Mr. Hc*dtfki•*« i« t he oldeaf

b'tt

^

htim

Louurter

Howard Crabtree, arm Krnt. and
He'en Crabtree of Melrose >!*«.«

t

cot taint.

Mr*.

sjent

T

—---__

N. Hirr.

Piper

ha*

ru-

r,;

^

summer.

of

Eldingttm

ha*

€la-

j0,r*__■

v*

ment "itb tbe

Nevins.

Moat cUfljrurioc akin
erapij.10,
pimples, ri’shea, etc., are due
blood. Burdock Blood bitter* an
biood toaic. ia well re oun.
•tore*.—4<fr(.

a

^ H*

nurnte

Old-time remedy

j

true artist, knows what Is beautiful
and selects It from the myriads of
Ideas and fabrics which are as conglomerate as a hundred daub* of
paint on an artist's palette.
f>ut of this class of fashion creators
wlih “the know” has arisen the American couturier, who, while keeping a
watchful eye on Paris, knows how to
create her own mod eta. which rival In
loveliness and perfection any importstion that France may send over.
With the coming of pence the
Pnrisienne burst
Into
bloom. Like
some rare bulb th.
had lain In dark
hibernation await.ng the call of the
spring sun. she daggled the world.
Her evening gown' could not l>e siif
ficlently brilliant In color to express
h*-r mood of lovous-ness.
Naturally, the American woman
atuno with the sam<> Joy of victory,
followed
stilt.
Brilliancy marked
Jewels were brought
every gathering.
from their velvet boxes, and once
more the
American woman bloomed.
The marvel was how quickly femininity was able to clothe itself In the
new
and brilliant raiment of Joyous
peace.
Taffeta Favored for Coats.
Evening coats vie with evening
gowns In their brilliancy.
Taffeta Is
the favorite fabric for these summer
mantles, though baronette satin with
its glimmering folds makes exquisite
evening wraps, tilace silk, with two
tones running In its depth, is found In
many of these cnpelike garments.
Two contrasting layers of chiffon or
georgette crepe make delightfully
and
pretty
wraps
give sufficient
warmth for balmy summer evenings.
These wraps are frequently yoked
In the drop shoulder line and the silhouette suggests the old-fashioned
dolman, which lends itself perfectly
to these modem capes.
Crystal tas-

sixty years, and which has given relief to thousands of sick and
suffering persons.—the true and original “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine.
The dose is small and easily taken, the action is prompt and sure.
Doubtless your Mother or Grandmother kept it always in the house
ready for use in time of trouble, and you will be glad to get back
to it. after a series of disappointments
Get a bottle today and be
prepared to ward off sickness. Fifty cents at your dealer's.
The L. F.” Medicine Co., Portland, Maine.
than

j
|
j
j

sip of irresistible
Clicquot Club Ginger Ale
tells your parched throat
that you are going to drink
The first

1

the whole bottleful. The
best antidote to thirst is to
keep a case on hand and a
few bottles on the ice.

I

]

(\Wca\xo\.

Q>u\>

Ginger Ale

Sunday,

after

spending

SINGER
ALE

short vacation at his home here.
William

Mass.,

Emery and wife of Lexington,
last

came

turns to his

“Wil-

week.

work

this

Mr.

Emery

re-

week, but Mrs.

Emery will remain for a month. They
entertaining friends from Massachu-

THE CLICQUOT CLUB COMPANY, MOlis, Mass U. S. A.

are

after meals, dissolved oa the
tongue keep your stomach
sweet—try Ki-reoidt—the new
aid to digestion.
—

a

t»:ril7?'lc
'**

PAKTRIDGE COVE.

NORTH LAMOINE.
HodgKins

grow-

A mile or more away from Grandma
people who j
ua.
Every j Disables who is not an old graddma at

VV.

Mrs. L. K.

she

j

a

West

The church steeple has been
painted
and the weather vane, destroyed
by a
stoim two years ago, replaced.

joined bis
lows.’*

antagonism
irritates us,

our

He

speaks.

opposition

Carroll and

daughter Pauline arrived from
Somerville, Mass., Saturday.

and

he

a

the

another

a

grandmother, Mrs. F. M. Wat- |

Watson’s for the

our

quit*

quiring

“Grandma

arouses

gladioli

barn.

made

j

and

He

us.

perpetual
! time they come
are

son, last week.

July

loot

different
about us,

tne

1n»t-cla*s ones, and were introduced to
[be horses and walked through the eighty-

to eradicate.

T. J. Hodgkins is quite ill.
C. R. Wooster is painting the “Willows.”

automobile

I copy a few
the same line

budded and

are

fine, which, considering that they
have been showered at night with sixteen pails of water by Annt Maria her*elf. ought to show their gratitude by
growing well. The house plant# were
very pretty, too. We called on the bossies,
ing

will.
does

Mrs.

K.

in

against our
He belongs U> a type of character that
not harmonize with the best that is in
us. We have an instinctive dread of people of
this kind. They stir up and give new life
to the very traits of character which we try

arouses

HANCOCK.

McKea of

presence

defient in
every time

L.
SOUTH

C.

and

influence. The
their
moment one man cornea into our presence
he seems to touch the very springs which
let loose all that ta mean, contemptible, and

services

12.

his

Force,”

them.

were

dahlias

“People

on

It is
interesting to note
people affect ua by their thoughts
their

floral offerings were many, showing the
high esteem in w hicb he was held.

Watson

article

bow

honest and

held at

joined

an

a!

Mr*. K

Kusbton of Orouo

a6^

t,,,
South

morel

bis winter home

July 14.

(Jladv*

u

hue void bis

Harry Bennett and family of M*#*»rbunett* recently visited Mrs Bennett'* *iatef,

Mr*.

Fabrio—

dis-

a warm welcome and visited tbe
garden, w hich Aunt Maria says she has
not done much work in, but the tubs and
pails of geraniums are worth seeing; the

in

besides other relatives.

July

u**e

o9

views

received

central

the

remember

sentences, as they seem
as the stanzas above:

respected citizen.
He was a
member of Manavilie
grange, and Court Snyctic, 1. O. F. He
leaves one daughter, Mrs. Sylvia Hanson
of this town, one sister. Mrs. Addte
Grant of Eden, and two brothers, Ernest
H. of Eden and Elliott of Bar Harbor,
were

so.

would

pings sent for
Who Radiate

this town, where he had
most of his life.
He was a kind

was

Mark

thought of the poem, there would t>e no
need of enlarging upon the subject. For
several years I have bad among the clip-

their

Jordan,

we

a

new

Yes. she and Uncle
there, and a guest of theirs.
We thought be was “dolling up” for a
visit somewhere, and we still think so,
and hope we made our stay not so lengthy
We
that they should miss any pleasure.
of

one

or

on

If

an

on

Favorite

H

specialist* over here.
Many of these Paris modes ar<
tant mountains, of flowing streams, of
adopted outright because they spring
overhanging from a field long fertile with all that
placid ponds reflecting
branches; then down s steep hill into j l« lovely.
Many others have to be
You may experiment with many so-called wonderful new discoveries for the
louse quiet valley and up again to see on
adapted to the American woman and of Dyspepsia. Liver trouble, or Constipation.—you
may spend many turd tar»H
the slopes thrifty farms, with sheep and; situ
others created especially for dollars for the widely advertised
pills, powders or tablets, and after
cattle graxing on tbe hillsides.
her.
them
all you may find yourself practically no better than
trying
And so, on and on, and then—Aunt j
The wise designer, observe* a prom- when you commenced. There is one safe, speedy, reliable, household
which has been prepared and sold in Maine for more
was
our
for
that
point,
objective
remedy,
.Maria’s,
inent fashion correspondent, like th<

a

very pleasant surprise when ten Foresters
from Court Tugwassah dropped
in at

other

magnificent

roxntng into

That's waging here below,
Should praise be said; don't wait till dead
Before you tell them so.
—Selected i>y Jennit.

and

to

on

to

last

Fashionable cities of the United
States keep their tinkers on the pulse
of Paris.
The mood of the moment
expressed on the banks of the Seine
Is Immediately felt by the style diagnosticians on thi* side of the Atlantic. Every symptom Is known, every
fashion Idea Is gauged by the clothes

road*
eading through woods, winding around
dills, climbing steep and long ascents,
road and

new

the road you see a ioaa
Some pilgrim downward preying.
A willing band to help him stand
Will bring you back a bleasirg.
So in the fight iwixt wrong and right

WALTHAM.

until

views and scenery

delightful

exploring expedition is enjoyed.
One trip was like this: Entrance

id

To often tell her
If

Rhodes,

in

There are many cares in home affairs
That wear the brain snd heart.
And many a way. 'most every day.
In which to bear a part.
If you lore your wife as you do your life.
It will make her heart aglow.
To make her feel your love is runl.

COUNTY NEWS

Harry

j

Arthur Kief, ana

service here.

Mis*

Tunica in Evidence.

having some vacation* on
plan, and while we have
and beard so touch of tbe
beauties of Maine, one cannot real ire
wbat Hancock county itself can present

the throng you pass along.
With rapid strides or slow,
virtue
If
you see to bond or free.
Just stop and tell them so.
As

feta

been

I have

Enough will remain of bitter pain.
With all the aid you lend;
borne will be sad and others glad
On down to the journey’* end.

—

Gowns

brother-in-ls*

week.

Allen Crabtree

14_C.

«

Mlfb-

Detroit.

Lloyd
Fitchburg
bave»p*nt hm abort furlough from naval

July

7"

t#d
wilt reaid* „

Thompson of Waltham

bis

kina, teat

wifr of

lioteri Stanley, wife and mother, recently returned from Walt hum, *♦ re Sunday «u***i* of tb* Brace Co* perthwaitea.

Coats Vie With
Evening
in Their Brilliancy—Taf-

D.

visited

HANCOCK FONT.

make the

to

Are Reflected in

MANY PAR!S ODES ADOPTED

tbe installment
read »o much

nobly wrought.

That some one thought they
And frankly told them so.

who have any trouble of this kind what
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has done for me.’ Nellie B.
Brittingham, 609 Calverton R±, Balti-

F.

strength
moat of life-

John T. Hindi,

There's much to do the whole way through.
And little use complaining,
For the darkest night will change to light.
And the blackest cloud quit raining.
If worth you find in weak mankind.
Twill do all good to know

determination

to oar

WlOiW*' and

I<h4

Evening

ivrt mu. maw so.

five bottles of it and
it has completely
cured me and my

more,

Scott A Be-wne. Bloomfield. N. J.

They

They

place.

A.

E4»r J Hut tn l fimily have re*urn~d
frc.ru a viait in JLamoine.

the Latest Phases of
Fashion.

then take it
It Is a tonic-food
themselves.
that contains elements as needful
to an adult as to a child. Build
up your strength—try Scotfs

regularly—and

communication®, and Its success depends largely
Comou the support given U in this respect
munications mast be signed, bat the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications ertll be subject to approvei or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
ali communications to
Thb ahkkicab.
till*worth. Me.

Baltimore, Md.—“Nearly four years
I suffered from organic troubles, ner-

as

tbi«

land avenue,

their children

Styles

Howard Hodekin*

uf

»nn

NEWS

PITCH HARROW.

mothers first

The purpose* of this column are eoccinc' J
-tated In lie title and motto—It la for the osut i.l
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful
Beioff for the common good. It li for the com
dob use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the in
trrchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits

Instead 1 took Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable

“Helpful and Hopeful

Its Motto:

COIM I

NEW FASHIONS IN
A TWO-FOLD DUTY
Many thoughtful
GOWNSANDGOATS
give

MADei"

BDITSO BT M»Cn

Sunday

Young’s.

MADE BY SCOTT & BOWSE
MAKERS OK SCOTT’S EMULSION

Mrs. Daniel Champion and
family oi
South Lawrence, Mass., are at the Austir
homestead for the summer.
July 14.
Y

10-7.

setts.

July

Hubbard.

14. ;

Tell Dunni ngYq ur Water SupplyTroubles

Catwi of Summrr Co in pint nt,
Htomacb and Intestinal disturbances are
frequently corrected by the use of Mother
Sweet Powders for Children.
They
Gray's
tend to cleanse the Intestiaal tract and promote digestion.
Used by Mothers for over
30 years.
All druggists sell them

Have Water When and
Where You Want It
free from trouble—work-and with econoo?
and convenience.

Eat More Bread

Our

a

food

your

body

needs.

nourishment and finest flavor,

For greatest

Gown of White Taffeta With
of Pink Rom*.

use

sels, or those of silver, gold and Jet.
trim these garments or act as ornaments on heavy strands of beads that
tie the fronts of the cap together.
Pearl and Jet are effectively combined
in this bead trimming.
The collars of these wraps are
made of the material.
sometimes
They are cot straight, made double,
and are gathered and wired at the
center back to give the high line reaching nearly to the crown of the head.
Fur, especially white fox and skunk.
Is used with lovely softness on these
capes when a fur collar is needed.
The contrast of peltry with silk is always lovely, however inconsistent It
may look in summer.
Ostrich feathers are profusely used
to trim these evening capes.
The
graceful fronds of ostrich make the
Ideal trimming for the summer
wraps.
Fringe Is seen on these garments, but
not so much as formerly.
A lovely evening wrap Is made of
geranium pink taffeta.
A long cape

William Tell
FLOUR
and make it in your home
WHITCOMB, HAYNES

&

WHITNEY.

for every need.
shallow well, c**

leader—adequately provide*
requirement of deep or

every

J

It's

Syste*

The Famous

lake, spring or river.
The LEADER is easily installed: always op«

Design

satisfactory.

ENJOY
ALL

u

Tell us your problems. We will be happy
suggestions.
We also carry a complete line of

THE

10

Pumps, Farm Engines and Lighting
Systems of every description.

COMFORTS
OF HOME

Free 192 page Catalog

IN YOUR HOME

on

R. B. DUNNING & CO.

ti

I'1*

reque»t.

BANGOR. MA

Delicious Ca^e>
My! Xfhut
used

^

SHE

FLAVORING
extracts
VAN1LA —LEMON

I

or

ORANGE, Etc-

Exceptional strength and quality. Econorm
**A little goes a long way.** Premium coup"?
«
package. Your favorite dealer sells 1
Thurston tt Kingsbury Co..

a
1
e

^

taCa*
^

BangonV'^^^

^ODfrnsriiirnts

I COUNTY NEWS
NORTH SEDGWICK.
Mrs. Minnie Marks of East Bluehill is
keeping house for E. E. Neyells.
The Norcross cottage is open for the
season.
The family is entertaining a
party of friends.
The Knights of Pythias will hold their
semi-annual installation Thursday evening, the affair being public to the families of members. Refreshments will be
served.

Lieut. Marvin Hazelwood, with a party
friends, is at his cottage here for a few
weeks. All are glad to welcome
him, as
he has been in the service the
past two

of

most of

years,

that

having

time

been

spent across.

i
j

Orange
second

closed

week

Friday night until the
September. The third

in

and fourth

degrees were worked on two
candidates.
Ice-cream and cake were
served to about
forty. A mock degree
was worked on four
candidates, affording
much amusement.

Death again entered our small community Thursday
morning, removing
Mrs. Eric Closson, who has been in failing health the past year.
Mrs. Closson
w’as an East Bluehill
girl and came here
four years 'ago. She had
friends.
many

A

husband,

two

small

children,

her

parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Herrick,
a brother and
sister, survive her. The
funeral was held at the home
Saturday
afternoon, Rev. Mr. Kallman of Sedgwick
officiating. Interment was at Oak Grove
and

What you pay out
your
is cigarette

good money for

you do get it in every

puff

satisfaction—and,

EA.r’KKTLY
Turkish and

blended choice
choice Domestic

tobaccos in Camel

cigarettes

elimi-

simply

are

revelation!

a

smoke them without

unpleasant cigaretty aftertaste
unpleasant cigaretty odor.

For your

delightful

R. J. REYNOLDS

mel-

Frank W. Cole and Nathan Noonan of
N. H., were recent guests of
relatives here.

Nashua,

D.

Mrs. N.

You may

of

tiring yourtastel

Pratt and

Evanston, 111.,

at L.

are

daughter Mary

guests for

few* weeks

a

P. Cole's.

Mrs. Thomas Van Ness has been a
guest for a few days of Miss Maria Tracy

own satisfaction
you must
compare Camels with any cigarette
in the world at any
price. Then,
you’ll best realize their superior
quality and the rare enjoyment

of

Cberrytield.

Mrs. John

Guptill

Elizabeth

Mrs.

the

Jamaica

of

past week with

father, E. W. Cleaves.

July

14.

c.

EASTBROOK.
N. C

WRiGLEYS

annual fair Oct. 1.
Mrs. A.

Dyer

K.

is

attending

summer

In the sealed package that
keeps all of its goodness in.

Macbias.

Dr. and Mrs. Elting will be at their
cottage this week.
Mr. Drummond and family of
Bangor

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN.

are

I

at their

That’s why

The

o

cottage at Molasses pond.

DeMeyer and family of Boston
are spending the summer at their
cottage
at Abraham pond.
July 7.
Gem.

Flavor Lasts!

John E.

SURRY.

Capt.

|

Toll Service

!

J. Kane is home for

N.

Miss

Edith

Olds

is

Marshall Olds.
Charles
are

few

a

days.

visiting

—

Butter

Mrs.

Price, including paper and special printing:

C. Lord has gone to Rockland to
attend the navigation school.
Leon

At Reduced cost
YOU CAN SAVE ABOUT 25 PEW CENT

use

ing

Miss

Lord

Atlantic, Mass.,

of

500 sheets
“
1000

is

visiting her sister, Mary Gray.
Wesley Williams came home Saturday
from Bar Harbor where his yacht was
anchored, returning Sunday.

toll rates if you can
the station-to-station method: that is. asking for
“Anyone" when maka toll call.

July

14.

Bowden

Addie

Friday.
Hopkins
Saturday.

Harbor

Leland B.

doubt

Devens

returned

to

returned from

Bar

Camp

Jett.

Hodgkins and
Hodgkins of

Robie

daughter

Carol

Bar Harbor

spent

can

pet satisfactory results by calling for “Anyone,” it will pay you to

YOU CAN SAVE MORE THAN

CENT

toll

on

rates

for

calls to

points more than 75 miles away, between 8.30 p. m. and midnight,
'! made
by the station-to-station method; that is, if the call is made for
'Anyone’’ instead of for a particular party.
I.esser reductions apply

to

points

over

'■alls made between

away, if

made

midnight and

4:30 A. M., to

rates

points

for station-to-station
more

Calls

(For ••Anyone”)

for Calls

IVrson-to-Vtrson
Calls

(Designated Person)

than

to

von

75 miles

do not know tbe

Points from 75

to

8:30 P M. to

300 Miles

Midnight

Midnight

to 4:30 A. M.

(For "Anyone")

(For “Anyone”)

.75

.90

.40

.25
.25

1.85
2.15
2.50

of

Philadelphia

are

at

Williams

or

on the arm, and burned
three of the children quite badly.

July 7.

was

home

.50
.65
.75
.90
1.00

.35
.40
.45
.50

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
I. L.

FISHER, Manager.

Portland

Mrs. Annie

Spratt,

are

Don’t Waste Another

at

and

daughter,

are

occupying

When you are worried by backache;
lameness and urinary disorders—

By

Don’t experiment

spending

who is

the

Sorrento, spent the week-end
with her parents, I. L. Crabtree and wife. i
at

summer

July

the

Hodgkins
baby

have been

Mr. Hamlin and wife of New

week*

at their

Lindsey

is

and

visiting

are

with Dr. Nathan

expected to-day.
for three

weeks

Hodgkins at Wolfboro,

Frazier

at

Ken-

visiting her parents, I.

L.

Bessie

sylvania,

she

has

is

my back
had to

Crabtree and

procured

several

months.

Jellisou spent Sunday in Bangor
wife, who recently underwent
successful operation at the hospital.
W. W.

with his
a

N. H.

Warren

Grant

and

wife

of

West

a

Hancock St.,
great deal from

! kidney trouble. My kidneys have acted
irregularly and l have had inflammation

Spriugvale

been

testimony.

“1 have suffered

are

Tufts is home from Penn-

where

Here’s Ellsworth

York

wife.
Mrs.

uutried

Follow Ellsworth people’s example.
Use Doan’s Kidney Pills,

says:

ot the bladder.
1

of

an

it if you wish:
Mrs. S. E. Chapman, 10

cottage here.

Mrs. Cora

her

wife, Mrs. Herbert

camping

working

is

with

Verily

C.

7.
Jellisou

Day.

medicine.

nebago.
for

Dr. John King and wife, Hartford,
His mother,
Conn., arrived last week.
Mrs. Jennie King, returning with them.

They

DESERT FERRY,

Mrrf. Files of Portland,
Miss Beulah True’s house.

Walter

Jessie

Smith and

MT.

Emery and son of
F. L. Colby’s.
Mrs. Joseph Blanchard
Mrs.

E.

George King

F. L.

r, is worth, Me.

NEWS

and

Guy Patterson s camp for the summer.
Saturday afternoon lightning struck

Mrs.

t .25

1.55

O.

7.

Omsbys

COUNTY

proceeds,

mother at Birch Harbor.

f -25

1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00

Aur.AA;M;r,iv «

Ralph Mayo and wife of Brockton
Mass., are visiting his lister, Mrs. M. HHenderson.

The

3.00

sociable

a

LAMOINE.

f .60
1.25

the chapel
about |13.

two

* .50
1.00

at

Mrs.

(f licker service will be obtained if you call the telephone number desired. If
number, the toll operator will get it for you.

Station to-Station

society held
June 26. Net

GREAT POND.

toll

on

by the station-to-station method.

Illustrative Comparisons in Cost
Away.

The ladies’ aid

July

32 and less than 75 miles away.

OU CAN SAVE 75 PER CENT

kins and w ife
Jill V 14.

SOUTH bLUEHILL.

PER

50

“

K

Sunday with their parents, E. B. Hodg-

If, in your judgment, you

“

3.50;

Hundreds and thousands of men and women made happy last year. Over
20 yean of continued success. Milhous who have tried pads, pistes, steel
contraptions and all sorts of cheap remedies without success gladly pay
the full price for a real remedy—PAIRYFOOT—the only known Bunion
cars.
Don't give up—don’t think that Bunions are incurable—don't say
ve tried everything under the sun get a boa of FAJLBYFOOT—give
trial—and if you do not find instant relief, return what's left and gat
ah your money back. We know FALKYFOOT has given complete satiafaction to all our customers. We know they will do the same far you.
« Hence, we gladly guarantee FAIRYFOOT. We have a FAIRYFOOT
Remedy for every foot trouble.

Sylvia B. Leland of Southwest
Harbor is visiting at Mrs. Kate Cousins’.
and Almon

“

FAIRYFOOT ‘SSSiStSS*

-

Miss

In such eases the
most instances, however, the person
person-t«-|<ennu call is recommended. 1
•'anted is at l and, or there is present some alternate with whom mi'iuess
may be transacted or a uie-saee

“

Masai
iushqli Keuei or inai awioj is anion
iTy it st our expense. Why continue to suffer the «*rony_ torture and discomfort of that awful bunion when here is Instant Belief Guaranteed—and
you don't have to pay me one cent unlees you get absolute satisfaction.

TRENTON.
Miss

pound size, $2.2"'; naif-pound size, $2.00

Instant Bunion Relief

L.

on

" lie;, your business cannot be transacted
eicept %vit!> one par*i. ular person. ami there is
at he will be at baud when called, the use of this method is not
auvised.

do 8«‘.

Dell

Paper

liest quality Bed Lion water-proof and grease-proof vegetable
parchment paper, printed with especially made butter paper ink to
comply
with new law. There is cheaper paper on the m irket; none better.

home.

summer

K0

Printed At
The American Office

Eldridge and wife of Gardiner

at their

^

So look for

Miss Etta Piper is home on a vacation.
Greenwood grange will hold its fourth

school at

^

The
largestselling gum
^
In
in the
the wnrM
world naf.
naturally has to have
a package
worthy
of its contents.

Gouldsboro

of

Storrs

Plain, Mass., spent
her

^

^

C.

spent the week-end with her aunt, Mrs.
Elizabeth Coombs.

they provide.

tOBACCO COMPANY. Win.ton-Sal.m,

X.
PROSPECT HARBOR.

or

Camels win instant and permanent
success with smokers because the
blend brings out to the limit the
flavor and

cemetery.
July 14.

low-mildness of the tobaccos yet retaining the desirable “body.” Camels

nate bite and free them from
any

refreshing

my, how
of Camels!

1 have had trouble with
1 stooped over. 1
have

when

rely

Doan’s

on

for

relief,

my

case.

as

nothing else

1 thiuk

others

kidney trouble w ill do
Kidney Pills a trial.”
Price 60c at all
ask for
ney
had.

Kidney Pills,
Drug Store,
seemed to help
suffering with

from E. (J. Moore’s

well to

dealers.

Don’t simply

kidney remedy—get

a

Pills

—

the

Foster

same

give Doan’s

Doan’s Kid-

that Mrs.

Mliburn

Co.,

Chapman
Mfgrs.,

and
Among the late arrivals are Mrs. Sum- Winterport spent Saturday night
Buffalo, N. Y.
Foster and daughter, Miss Helene, Sunday with her brother, W. H. Clarke.
C.
July 14.
Mrs. Bernard Rose and little daughter,
and Miss Alice Reynolds, of Cambridge,
EDEN.
Mass.; E. F. Hodgkins and wife, Fred
A
THE DIAMOND BRAND.
William A. Wilson, U. S. N., Boston, I# ^
Droulit Cor /A
Paddelford and wife, J. R. Patriquin,
Lad lea! Ask your l>rua
<’hl-che*-ter’s IHumond
noniBrsnil//V\
was in town over the Fourth.
Mrs. L. R. Hodgkins and Mrs. A. J. Gib■old nic:iilic\wV
I'll ta in Bed and 4aoid
Blue Ribbon.
boxes, sealed with Blue
son of Waltham, Mass.
John Barrett of Bridgewater was the
v
^
llIT of
Of your
YMir
Take no other- Buy
DrauUt. Ask for CII 1-C'll EK-TKRts
R.
14.
of
Miss
Doris
a
Mitchell
few
July
guest
days
DIAMOND BRAND HU n. « 86
ner

CHICHESTER S PILLS

years known

last week.
Mrs. A.

Canned Cquatter.
In a suburb of Kansas City a squatter has built a home composed entirely of tin cans, unsoldered and rolled
out flat. If he had more Ingenuity he
might have constructed an automobile,
—St. Louis Globe-Democrat.

few

B.

Grant

was

in

Waltham

e

as

days last week, called there by th<
brother, B. B. Jordan.

illness of her

Leluud of Portland, who ha
spent her vacation with her mother, Mr*
W. H. Young, has returned to her work
Miss Lois

|

July 7.

V.

Best. Safest. Always

Reliable

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

PARKER'S”"'

HAIR BALSAM

[Beaut?

A toilet preparation of merit.
Eelpe to eradicate dandruff.
For Reslorini Color and
to Gray or Fadad Hair.
tv

rjul <1.00 at r»rair>riata

the Ellsworth -Vmcricar

GIVEN I>. I>, DEGREE.

prut witiD

EVERY WEDNESDAY

AFTERNOON

doctor of

Muiri.

*>»' *•»'.*1J0
Four months. .»

divinity

Neither Sir. Lord

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
Strictly in Advance)
Sin months.7!
Three months
St
...

SiegSe Copies.

AS

had the

slightest idea that the honor was to be
conferred upon him.
Dr. Lord recently had the distinction
of holding the last religious service under

tended, entered the parlor. The
becomingly attired in a gown

the

in

net

Beninese communications ahoald he addrea-ed to, and nil checks sad money orders
msdt payable to The Haecock Covety PerUSHiNO CO.. Ellsworth. Maine.

recalled the awfa! struggle and the words
of Gedernl Petal n, who.
with his brave
this week takes up the soldiers, stood like a wall of adamant
against
the
and
the
Germans,
and
of
na
onrashing
said.
peace treaty
league
“They
tions.
The big guns will thunder at shall not pass, they shall not pass.*'
As we rode on through the streets,
past
acres of rains where formerly 2&.00S
people
lived, past homes totally destroyed, churches
Maine got some
ia the shot to
pieces and trees cat down, we foand
debate of the
enforce- ourselves stirred with s bitter feeling
against
ment la* in
the enemy, and declared that justice must
•em.at.ve
of Massac b use its be meted out to the Germans and that they
must be forced to pay to the uttermost for
no the State aa an
example their uncalled-for crimes.
of tne folly of
enforceThe military strength of Verdun is not
Hersev of in her fortified city but in her thirty-*;*
ment, and
forts
which cover the surrounding country
Maine coming to the defense of the
Some of the forts are seven or eight mlies
State.
from *be city proper.
They are not built
like the forts in oar own
country, bat are
President Wilson has saved the
constructed in hills which have been tunlaw for the present, nelled out and fortified. As one
strolls over
the fields little of the fort can be seen, but
at least, having vetoed the agriculbelow
there
ground
is
a
veritable
tural bi!i because it carried a rider recity.
I went through the fortification in the
city
the law. The House
of Verdun, and found five miles of tunnels.
{
refused to
pass the bill over the ■nome c*f which were seventy feet below the
surface of the earth. The fortress here in
President’s veto. The
over the

fight

be

to

a

of country against city. In
the cities the law is popular, but in
the country, especially among the
matter

farmers, it is unpopular.
me

oar

ttaroor

bridge,

voices the
Mt. Desert

limes

suggestion that the

new

which will be

completed this
year, be dedicated as a memorial to
the soldiers and sailors ot the world
war. The suggestion is a
good one.
The Times says it has already received

the

of

approval

the State

highway commissioners. It is suggested that a suitable bronze tablet
be

erected upon the bridge and the
day of dedication be made a county

holiday

Maine Centennial ( elebratlon.
The legislative committee appointed to
mate arrangements for an
appropriate
celebration of the centennial of the setting oS of the State ot Maine from

at the radio station

at Bar

Harbor,

COl
W. H.

resigned

baa

Sherman

service of

the

cause

appointed

has been

mail

new

ihout 11

Butler

a. in.

are

guests

of

living in the
house formerly owned by Capt. William

Waltham,

his *i!e here durin g

left

Saturday

N.

Miss Lena Gat comb Of Mathias

bis

Mass.,

vacation.

their

on

return

coupit

Mrs.
been

Sergt. Edward Bragdon left Friday for
Waltham, Mass., where he will resume his
position in the watch factory, which he

and

Two adults
candidates tor
at tbe

and

were

impressive baptismal rites

Methods!

church

service

Sunday

afternoon.

W. G. Ho liing worth
and
wife of
Springfield, Mass., and Dr. Boynton and

Inn for the

Mitchell

Ada

is

Viles,

George
a

friend

are

at

Wilbur Salis-

bury's.
for

Marion

a nurse

in

vacation with

July

parents here.

TO COBRESPOXDEBITS.

demption;

three children

Sunday.
that

Mr.

motored

from

Stephens

evening.

children

and

Stephens

for

and

Kumford

before.
turned

identify

if less than four, use them as
Several correspondents have reenvelopes without a mark to
sender.
Write name on wrapper.

returned home

Mrs.

remained

wife

Stephens
a

and

fttoirjsumai

A\

LICE

H.

SCOTT

SPECIALTY MADE OF

with Carrol! J. Swan and

July

on

wife, motored
Sunday evening and

friends here.

B.

14.

Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be
by local applications, as they
the diseased portion of the

Cured

cannot reach
ear. There is

way to cure catarrhal deafness,
is
by a constitutional
remedy.
Catarrhal Deafness is caused by an inflamed
condition of the mucous lining of
the
Eustachian Tube. When this tube is Inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and when it is entirely
closed. Deafness is tbe resalt. Unless the
inflammation can he reduced and this tube
restored to its normal condition, bearing
will be destroyed forever
Many cases of
deafness are caused by catarrh, which is
the
mucous suran inflamed condition of
Hail's Catarrh Medicine acts through
faces
mocous surfaces
of the
the blood on the
one
only
and that

*

Dollars for
We will give One Hundred
say case of Catarrhal Deafness that cannot
be cured by nail’s Catarrh Medicine. Circulars free. All Druggists, 75c.
F. J. CHEME Y A CO., Toledo. O.

were

Backaport,

at

in

the State of

cioae of business

Maine,

at

Loans and diaoounta,
cluding rediscounts

home of Mr. and

Mrs.

S.

at

Scott

Thursday afternoon,

the

Eatey

when their daughter
marriage to Holii* L.
Kamsdel! of Lubec. Rev. R. B. Mathews
officiated using the double ring ceremony.
The bride was gowned in white
crepe de
chine and g*H)rgette, and wore a corsage
bouquet of bride’s roses. Toey were an*
Julia

was

united

in

..

immediately
luncheon

was

ROBERT

after

KING

P.

the

served

to

ceremony
the

ATTORNEY AT LAW

Ramsdell,

since her graduation
Ellsworth high school, has been
a very popular
teacher.
Mr. Ramadell
is a graduate of the college of
agriculture,
from the

University

of Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. Ramsdell were the recipients of many useful and valuable
gifts showing the esteem in which they
are held.
They left amid a shower of
rice and confetti for Gardiner, where they
will reside.

Ic SLrt
G 8. Cook farm, one mile from
city: house is partiv furnished. Address, Hakrjkt C. Davis. Dcxavav, Mass.

I^ARM—The

named*1

Theo. P Austin, late of North Hancock to
•aid county, deceased. Petition that A tin R.
Austin or some other suitable p«wson be
appointed administrator of the estate of mi4
deceased without giriig bond, presented
by
Nera K. Austin, a daughter of said deceased.
OtraadoCousina. late of Laaoeine. in said
county, deceased
Pinal dfccouat of pre W.
Ooaeins. administrator, hied for setbUmtent.
Kred M Kid ridge. late of Backs^snrt. la said
First account of Prank F
county, deceased
Smith, trustee. Sled for settlement.
Arthur L. Faraham a minor of Powobecot
in said
county.
F'irat. second. third nod
fourth accounts, consolidated, of
Linnte K.
Uibbs. guardian, filed for settlement
Prai a L. Hooper, iate of Brooked le. in
•aid county, deceased
Account of Roy L.
Hooper, administrator. filed for settlement.
Frank
L.
Hooper, of Broofcsrllle. in
•aid county.
Account of Roy U Hooper,
guardian, filed for settlement.
George May. late of Philadelphia. pcansy].
deceased. First and fins: aero ant of
William C. May. executor, filed for settle-

NURSE

jfor Salt.
2Si under cultivation, rein aood wood, hard and soft,
Modern-built house.
outside sod in; rnsin
14x22 feet, wood shed.
14x23 feet.
Good well and water m house
Stable, 30x26 feet, all in very good order.
Will sell reasonable, on acconni of health.
Apply to Jambs 8. Hctlek, Marlboro, Me

few
from bouse.
8 rooms, all finished
bouse. 16x22 feet, ell,

Jfrotate Jtfrlp JSantrt.

HOTEL HELP WANTED
fT/ k WOMEN and girls wanted for best
•J\J yewr around hotels in
Main-; 25
waitresses, flue tip hotel*; also chamber,
kitchen, dish, laundry and scrub womeu.
chefs, pastry and all-around cooks. Beil and
bu»t boys, second
ana
third cooks for
hotel positions. Apply always to Maine Ho
T«L Agency, new quarters. 90 Main street,
Established
37
tears
Bangor.
3t» girls
wanted for best summer hotels.
lncioa<
sump for reply. Few high grade housework

places.

xpcriai loiters.
PAl'FKK NOTICE.
AVING contracted with the City of Ells*
worth to support and care for (hose who
may need assistance daring five years beginuing Jan. I, lsift, and are legal residents of
Ellsworth. 1 forbid all persons trusting them
>n my account, as there is plenty of room and
sccommodations to care for them at the City
Farm bouse.
Abtbub B. Mitch an..

H

CAUTION NOTICE.
persons are forbidden trusting or
harboring my wife. Bertha O. Robinson, maiden name Bertha (i. Jordan, as she
has left my bed and board without just cause.
William J. Robinson
Eastport, Maine. July 16. 1919.

VLL

Miss M. Elizabeth Goojiss
9* FRANKLIN ST..

Telephone

ELLSWORTH
1-49-3

When the mail-order house finds a
town whose local merchants do not advertise, it fattens its catalogue mailing

For Sale
Bargain

MOTOR

BOAT

25 feet

long, 5!_. feet beam, semi-speed
model, 2 cj Under, 12-H H. P. enIn good condition and fully
gine.
equipped.

For particulars Inquire
of El's worth Foundry, or of the owner,
Jesse E. Philips at .Shady Kook.

The price is low.

of

demand

meat

**r'*.

Postal savings deposit*.
Other time deposits..
Total
of
time
deto
posits subject
reserve

Other V niled States deposits, including deposits
of
U.
8.
disbursing
officer*.

aseut.

8.819 77
4&.W6

Eislya B
Stale of

00

Vo sell certain real « otatr of said dec
rascal,
•ituaud in K auhltn. Hancock
county HSatr
•f Maine, and more
fully deaenbej in

18
9244J 49

Adrii’oo *
Marks, iate of Orlaad. insaid
county. uec«a«ed
Petitiou fl ed by R«*e-*i
t
Gray, aomia atralor for license 10
certain real estate of said deceased, situs*-*!
InaaiuOfUad. aod more full; deacrib- d .n

98

MM It

said pei.twn
Pan*> N May© sad A.non T
Mayo, minor*
•f -oathwe*t n»f!«ir. m *«id c« uu
l¥:i
y.
ttoa h.ed i>y rnpbsM A
Mayo. fua-dias. lor
Ucmse t* sell certain Tea. estate of **i<i de
erased. «n rated in aai 1 Boutbwest Harhsr
and more tolly described in said petition.

138 34897
L815
242.163

said

petition.

It

130.114

Tayior, late of New York. City.
New York, deceased
PetilfNto died

by Han* Taylor, administrator, fur license

85 7»

&I
7*

ion. in s*ki county. decceM-d
Petition SMd
by Alexander l.*»<lry. administrator, for
licence total certain real -stale of saui deceased. »«taaw«.l la a* Id Steal ngU n. aud ca*.*c

244.10881

fully

4^41 »

Total....— 8*17.010

41

STATE OF MAINE.
Parker
8.
foiKTY or H**cocx ss:
I,
Kennedy, cashier ol the above-named bank,
do solemnly swear that the above statement
is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
P*aaaa 8. Kimvxdy, Cashier
Subscribed sad sworn to before me this 10th
of
«iay
July, 1919.
Waits* H. Uahdnmb.
Notary PublU.
Correct—Attest.
T. F. Mason.
»
Habit tt. Gooants. J Directors.
Faao S. Blodostt. »
—

iinl AdOtuib.
STATK OF MAINE.
Hancock sa
At
a
h-i1
probate •.00 1
Ellsworth, in and for sard conn, of
Hancock, on tae
first day cf July.
in
the tear of our Lord one ihou«tnd nine
hundred and nineteen.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a c
testament
py of the last wilt and
and codicil of
EMILY L HARRISON, also known as EMILY
LELtND HARK1HON
late of PHILADELPHIA, commonwealth of PENN
—

at

A

ieceasfd. a:.d of the prolate thereof in said
o
moowmllb of Pcuusyivtuta, •*uly >u
henticated. having been presented to the
udfre of probate for oar said county of
lauco< k for the
purpose of being allowed,
lied and recorded In the probate court of <>ur
aid county of Hancock aod for letters testsneutiry to is«ue to Catherine Norris Ham
»u Patterson, John
Hampton Barnes and
lames F Hagen.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given to all
persons interested therein
by publishing a
ropy of this order three weeks successively
n the
Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said coant) of Hanrock. prior to the filth day of .\nguat, a.
1. 11119, that they may appear at a probate
:onrt then to be held at Ellsworth, in and
lor said county of Hancock, at ten o’clock In
the forenoon, and show cause, if any they
have, against the same.
BERTRAND K. CLARK, Judge of Probate.
A true copy:
Attest:— CLaaa E. Mlllan. Acting Register.
NOTICE OF FOKKCLOSC KK.
HERE AS John McTague of Danfortb in
the county of Washington and state
of Maine, bv his mortgage deed dated the
2&th day of May. a d. 1918. and recorded in
Hancock county registry of d eda, book 541.
page 33, conveyed to tne the undersigned, a
certain parcel of real estate situate in Dedham, in the county of Hancock an 1 State of
Maine, and bounded as follows: Reginning
at the southwest corner of
Beujamiu Peak's
land, formerly lot No. 18. thence running
southeasterly by said Peak's land to the line
dividing the lot herein described from the
Guild or Crosby lot, so-called; thence southwesterly by said Guild or Crosby lot to the
Meizer Brewster lot or farm, formerly lot
numbered 14; northwesterly to the county
road
leading from (brewer to Bncksport:
thence by said road northeasterly to the first
mentioned bound; containing seventy-one
acres and forty rods, more or less.
Said lot
being numbered 1& on John Temple’s plan,
to which reference is bad; and whereas the
condition of said mortgage has been broken
and remains broken,
now. therefore,
by
reason of the breach of the condition
thereof
I claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage
Jkssib E Ritchib
Dated at Winterport. Maine, this 5th
day of

VV

(•cores A Watson, late of Ellswertb* ia mid
county, deceased. First snd final account of
Fred
I.
Mason, executor, filed for *«ttle-

09
t.000 0©

de-

posits(otter than bank
deposits) subject to re*

mainder
FARM.
rods

Great

^nta,

850,000

borrowed).

Total

seres.

NOTARY PUBLIC
Corner of Main and Water Street*. Ellsworth

Individual deposits sub
Ject to check
Certificate*
of
deposit
due In less than 00 days.
(other than lor money

a

wedding

party.
Mrs.

bank outstanding
Total of Items..

r»ATE or

nameJ

daavt wed

tu

Mid o-.ilion

MAIN*..

Haacoca m.
To LM Honmbh L. 3. Dm.
SD(.rca<c Judicial Court wu*
auu ol Htlstt
I »ESPECTFlIM.y
represent*
* 1 HIulad«U. receteer of tte
tuef Fire losuraasu
Company.

UmSwJJ
'O'-ts
Win,.

Haa^I**'
Ho

Th«f*
recel.er

"m*“ f» the
Mid
iweul, m,.0
one dollar! end
twenty aaren

!

wn!lSlA“fr4c*ft

U. 8

Certified checks outstand*n*.
Cashier's checks on own

ft-

Mlrd/ *?f*a*in*

LIABILITIES

EjVTEY—KAM.-DKLL.

Atfla? Notice*,

'llhtr of lb*

THE

90

Capital slock paid in
Surplus fund.
Cndivided profits.
outCirculating notes
standing.

hereinafter

In

follow inf matters hannc hewn
presented for tbe ac* ton
thereupon hereinafter indicated, it la
hereby ordered
That
notice thereof he flrea ft al'
person Inter
*
copy of tbfa order to be
published three weeka successively in the
• n*w***?*r published
at Ellsworth. In said
county, that they may
appear at a prohate coart to be held at Bile
worth, on the
fifth day
of
a
d. 1»1». at ten of the clock ta theAo*mst,
forenoon,
and he heard thereon if
they *ee cause
Robert Pendleton Bow>r. late of Har Harbor.
In »aid county, deceased
A certain inatrn
tnent purporting to bethwlaat wtl) and
testament of said deceased, together with
petition
tor
thereof and for the appointment
prohate
of the executors without firing hoed, are
•ented by Victor T. Price and Richard W.
Hale, the executora therein named
Charier H
Jordan, lata of Or! and. in
•aid county, deceased
A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and teeteaent
of said deceased, sogetber w*u
petition for
probate thereof and for the appointment of
the eaecuUU without gi*in*bond.
presented
*
E" Jordma* lh* exwcotn* therein

inf

iotorcoted

teen

the

Jane », 1919.

on

Hrion

At a probate c<yurt held at fill*worth, is
and
for the
coonty of
Hancock, on
the
flrat da; of inly, to the
of ©nr
year
°a* lhou***<J
barred and nine-

RESOURCES.

many.

A pretty wedding took place

itaron.

Tyj*EWKITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Sale Deposit A TrustCo.. ol rort
AgeutUuiou
Thomas Macomber nd wife were visit| land, lor furnlsalag Probate and Surety Bund
Indian
ors at
River last week.
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Mrs. James T. Maxwell and son James, Removed to 1 School St..
Ellsworth, a.

called

The presents

visit with her

parents, L. F. Springer and wife.
Miss Beatrice
Appiin of Bangor is
• guest
for two weeks at Mrs. L. C.
Bragdon’s.

from Hancock Point

used.

Tat bride entered the double parlors on
;be arm of her brother, Milton A. Barron,
followed by Julia H. Barron as maid oI
honor and Anne Kyder of Kenduskeag as

Anne.

14.

and

i!

tst«a

-—.-.—-~---

in hand
Correspondents having
four or more of our 3-eent stamped
them for reenvelopes
may return

Gle: don W.

rice wss

Stanley, who is training
York, Is spending a

West Townsend, Mass., are visiting their parents, Truman M. Blaisdell

wife of

ifgal Notice*.

RROJS —CHASE.

BA

prettj wedding took place at the
home of Mrs. Grace W. Barron
Thursday
evening, July 10, when
her younger
daughter, Adelta Wilbur Barron
was
married
to
Albert
Wooster Ukase of
Berlin, N. H., by Rev. R. H. Moyle of the
Methodist church. The doable ring ser-

New
-er

j

-OF THE--

To all

of

wife and two children

visiting

'*

MAgJ

CONDITION

A

em-

daughter

and

ENGINEERS

Navigation Schools Mass Inst, of Technology. Cambridge. Mass. Rockissi
and Portland. Mrs Engineering School. Mass Inst, of Technology.
OambrVta
APPLY AT SCHOOL, OR STREET FLOOR. CUSTOM HOUSE. BOSTON

held.

season.

are visiting st Oscar Lelaud's.
Prances Springer of Trenton has
visiting st John Stanley’s a few

Miss

children

two

was

Mars Hill

weekB

overseas service.

Teacup

at

Miss Merle Thomas is at home from
Boston, where she has been employed.

home.

left for

are now

14.

ployed
W.

located at

attended.

family

*»d

Mrs.

Earl P. Crabtree of

mails

house owned and occupied by
^HriKl duller and family, at Center, was
burned July 7. The family lost practithe entire upper
cally everything, as
part of the house was iu flames before
the fire was discovered. The fire is attributed to a
defective chimney. Mr.

July

Varnum and wife.

joined
They

hereby

The

daughter Priscilla
are

w

HULL’S COVE.

McNeai and son Leslie
visiting in Bangor and Exeter.
Somerville, Mass.,

service

everything is working smootniy.
Mails arrive at Center and Seal Cove offices

FK AN KLIN.

Mrs. Leo Bunker and

K.

aow»

to till the vacancy.

Mrs. Austin

of

L.

Ellsworth to Somesville, Mt.

from

Harbor, after continutwenty years. Ill health n I Ober.
Albion F. Sherman
assigned.

ous

sister, Mrs.

L>esert, and there change for the western
nde posioffl ts, is giving good satisfaction

of tbe town of Bar

now

Harbor, where the young couple will
reside. The display of wedding gifts testified to the esteem in which the young

France.

Capt. -Nickerson’s

The

cleric

as

is

m

tenders

report or

...

Lome

SlY fiOSMlV

American

employed

secure

school* of U. 8. Shipping Board
FREE COURSE IN NAVIGATION, six weeks, flu for third mat*’,
or higher, open to men of two years' deck experience, ocean or coast
w
equivalent in fisheries, or on lake, bay or sound.
FREE COURSE IN MARINE ENGINEERING, one rramth. flu tor
assistant engineer's license or hlg.'ier. open to men of mechanical and ear
Seeing experience, including locomotive and stationary engineers, machinists^
marine engines, graduates of technical schools and marine oilers and w,^

National Bank Statrmmts.

The

to

at

..

Hodgdon.

I

is

young p*o(rfe.
by the

iimu

DECK OFFICERS
and

«

of

was

drowned Saturday afternoon, by tbe capsizing of a canoe. A companion, who was
a good swimmer, made a
desperate effort
to aave him, and several times succeeded
him
in getting
to the rocks, only to be
*
crashed back into the sea.

groom

popular

presented experienced

in preparation for License examinations

We announce to our client:
that we have engaged Mr
Edward E. Chase of Blue
hill to represent us in Penobscot, Hancock and Wash
ington Counties.

among Ells-

Is

FREE TRAINING

j

Capt. George Kinckerson, wife and
daughter, and Mr Snare, all of Hampden
Highlands, were in town Sunday, guests

Drowned at liar Harbor.
Alfred A. LeFranc of Chicago, on duty

EXCHANGE >TREET,
MAIN!
PORTLAND,

bond* deposited to
secure circulation
par
▼aloe)
856.000 M
U. 8. bonds and certificates
of indebtedness
pledged
to secnre U. 8. deposits
hridesmaid. They were met in the front
(par value).
‘..COO 00
harlor by the groom, with George Grant as
Premiums on C. 8. bonds
55.000 00
seat man. The bridal party stood in the Liberty loan bonds. 8**. 4
and 414 per cent
untrcb between the parlors,
beneath an
5.500 00
pledged..
ircb of evergreen and Canterbury bells.
Liberty loan bonds, *4. 4
the city can accommodate 25.800 soldiers, sad
and 44 percent, pledged
The bride was gowned in wbite
then there will be room for 1L000 civilians.
to secure State or other
crept dr
■Ain* witb Georgette crepe, and a weddeposiu or bills parable.
I am seeing Verdun, the forts and the de5,500 00
Bonds (other than tT. 8.
veil
fastened
a
witb
ling
wreath
of
stroyed villages much as the war b»s left
bonds' pledged to secure
them. Of all tbe bandings that stood in
blossoms.
Her bouquet was of
•range
poslai savings deposits.
*,000 09
Collateral trust and other
Verdun in 19&&, not one is left whole
iride roses.
The maid of
honor and
to-day.
notes of corporations isThese buildings sre nothing but
iridesmaid
sued
for
of
wore
not
less
than
piles
pink and carried pink
one year nor more than
stone, brick, mortar or tile, or at best
weet peas tied with pink mull.
gap
three years’ time. 158.581 »
roofs held np by shell-torn walls.
A few of.
The bouse was prettily decorated with
Total
securibonds,
the people are beginning to come back.
ties, etc. other than tT 8.
284,381 »
OSes, spires and vines.
Mrs. Mary A. Stock of Federal Reserve
Verdun is guarded by French soldiers who
bsnk (6® per cent, of subtonsey. assisted by Miss Georgia Hamor
sre directing th*
scription)
1.700 00
■ na
.him
rund nemicn, served refreshVslae of banking bouse,
owned
ments.
M im Bessie M. Hersey presided at
and
unincumSEAL COVE.
bered
\ijm 20
the punch table.
Equity in banking house
1IJM 10
The ladies of the Baptist society held
After a short wedding trip 10 the BerkFurniture and fixtures
1J07K
Real estate owned other
an ice-cream sale at Mrs. C. E.
Ashley 's • Qiree, Mr. and Mrs. Chase will be at
than banking house.
5JMB 19
4.
Over
was
July
cleared.
flT
home at Berlin, N. H., wnere they are Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve bank.
26.288 53
Dr. Frank A. Hodgdon and wife of ready to begin
housekeeping. Mr. Chase Cash in vaalt and net
Coriuns were quests of the doctor's
has just returned from oversea*, and has
• mounts due
from Napartional baaks.
*1.941 n
ents, Frank L. Hodgdou and wife, at received his discharge. Mrs. Chase ba» Net amounts
due
from
been a successful teacher m
banks,
bankers.
Center, July 4, remaining until July 8.
and
Ellsworth,
trust companies-..
7M~ M
Willis Carter has moved bis house-hold and has taught in Berlin for two years. Total of items.
rt-KA 23
goods from Southwest Harbor to Bayside, She is a graduate of Ellaworth high Redemption fund with C.
8. treasurer
and due
school and Castine normal school. The
and will occupy the
from C.8>. treasurer.
Oeorge Stewart
LM fO
bouse. Mr Stewart has moved to Bar groom’s present to the bride was a handTotal
made table cover which be brought from
85! 7.018 41

Harbor.

Massachusetts, has decided upon Portland as the place for the
celebration, if
that city will meet the State's
appropriation of 125,000 with a like Bum.
It is
to
have
a
fall
planned
week's program.
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parlor
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After
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oar
oat
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driver m we reached a hill which overlooked
a city in rnias. The
of
the
of
siege
story
Verdun came quickly into cor minds, and

1819.

and

white satin

over

roses.

auspices of the Y. M. C. A. in Verdun.
From there he went to St. Mihiel and Tool,
and back to Paris for reassignment. W nting of Verdun in a recent letter, be said:

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION

hIDNRSIMY, JULY 18,

family

his

lb a
Brown

Laurel street, tbeir only daughter,
Libel, was mtrried to
George
Cromwell Pearson. Her. John W. Tickle,
of the Unitarian church, officiated, using
the double ring service.
At 8 o’clock the bridal couple, unat-
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Boy, Awarded Honor by Rondoln.
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Tnomaa N. tiiasM. law of Mourn Desert. in
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by Ad too 1 On lh» foregamg p«iiU4ia tl ii ettni:
T Oraitt, administratrix. for license
to »#41
‘‘ >&*
certain real estate uf said deceased. .x ^td t That a bearing be had upub the
in Bar Harbor, iu asid county, and more fallr court kouie iu RllaworU*. Hancock Watty.
Maine, on the (tn Tawhiv ai Augav.. M,
describe* in said ; rttuou
ar 2 o Clock in ‘ii» afiNtaon, at tlkkUto
Herbart C. I*.. •*«• and Sumner T. Pewter
ali pe won* interested may appear and »*>•
minora of Bowtoo
.vifriik Coaotv. Mkm*
cauee why the prayer of th« peo. toner »&<»«
chusetx*. Petition filed by Jesate Martin
not r>* granted.
formerly Jessie P<wt*r. guardian. for liovtoc
It i%-further ordered
TLbai aaul petit»oatr
to aeU cert am real «Mate
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m. tors,
notice o| w*ch ha.-ring by pu
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County, -Hate oo .y of tb« rdxiro prt'i nc and tbia order
aB4 "°f# **,ly
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thereon, in the toil*worth ADffiOU. * »*■•*
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Kr true C'#py of tba pet it 10..
and ord«
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the iadse
of thereon.
probate.
Mleat:—T. V. Mahcmuit.Clerk * J oart
Kben H. King, late of Bar Harbor. In said
Tr*aJj persona tniercatmi in either of the *•*
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Petition filed by iibeu K
•ate# hereinafter named
Whitaker. «secutor. that the amount vftoe
inheritance tax on
the estate of >*id de
Ak-n prooat» court lied d Eilaaortn. id
ceased bo
determined
by the fudge of
for the c aunty of Hancock. 00 the
probata
day of July in the vwr of ou? w>«
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»nd
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said coant} deceased
and
from
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of tae estate of
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following
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'dertha E.
by
seabed for the action thereupon hrr*rl
and one of the hairs ol said af.er indicated. U U
hereby or*ieie»t.
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order u>
Mad docks. late of Ellsworth. In eated. by causing * copy of this
Nancy
in,
publish *1 three »#c«k* noccts*
ssid county, deceased. Petition
filed by
Ellsworth
American,*
.iHiciaiin,*
Bcwtv*
.,
*c»»paper
Maryland Casualty Company, that it tuay be
worth. in aaid county, that they "W
discharged from ail liability sr any sub- at Elia-worth.
r.at a mohair court to be held at
sequent but not for any price breach o4
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worth
Au.uih
Ob
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the
iu«
aiiu
dIHx
U«1
da>
of
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trust ss
surety upon the bond given b#
1919. ru ten of the clock in the f reoo»
Lynwood V. Giles, as administrator of tbs aud
be beard thereon if they are cauw
•state of said Nancy A. Maddocha
Bicu B. Jordan, late cf Waltham. 1 ■ **
Witne%s BERTRAND E. CLARK. Judge of
deceased. A certain inatruniein P
county,
said Court
at
Ellsworth.
this
Seat
tortmg to be the la-t will and trSiarWB
day of July. In tbe year *f
our
Lard
said deceaaei).t* gather with petition 5ur P
one thousand nine hundred and nineteen.
bate thereof aud for the appointment 01
Clska E. Mullah. Anting Register.
executor without giving bond. presem*®^
the"®
executor
A true copy.
Ernest H
Jordan, the
d
Attest:—C^aka E. Mulls x. Acting Register.
*
Fred O. a, Ml. Ut< ol Brookliv. IB
daweaaed
Final account of
county,
uij
STATE OP .MAINE.
sedlowf
L. Bred, administrator, died lor
Hancock ss.—At a proaate court held at Witness. BtHTttAXU B. CLABK.
ibi»
Mid Court, >1
Ellsworth.
Ellsworth, in and for aaicLuaunty of Hancock,
on
the first day of July, in
day of July in the year of our L°r“
tbs year
thouaand nine hundred and ntaei«*a
of our Lord one thousand, nine hundred and
uiueteeu.
I'UU K. Mon-sn, Actiu« BfiiK"
CERTAIN instrumaot purporting to be
A true copy.
Uj.ukI
a copy of the last will and testament
Alien -Cuba E Hctua, Aclin*
of
ALICE BYERLY,
late
of CAMBRIDGE,
In Ike District Court ol tne United St»lrfK’
commonwealth of MASH ACHUSETT&.
Ik* Di.trlet of Maine.
deceased, and of the probate thereof in aaid
Nobthbbn Division.
commonwealth of Massac Du setts, duly authenticated. having been presented to the
In the matter of
I In
for
our said county of Hanjudge of probate
Faao J. Hiuoiwa,
No. «5 91.
cock for the purpose of being allowed, filed
Bankrupt,
and tecorded in tba probate court of our said
coun>y of Hancock, and for letters testaO the creditor* of Fred J. Higgin*.
west Harbor, iu the county of Haucoc#
mentary to issue to William K. Byerly, he
first giving bond without sureties.
diatrict aforesaid, a bankrupt.
j
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
TOTICB it hereby given that ou
sll persons interested therein, by publishing
of July, a. d. 1919. the ufio
t.
> day
day
a copy of this order three week*
Higgiot waa duly adjudicated
successively
in the Ellsworth
1 pt, and that the drat meeting of
Amerlcsu, s newspaper
ill be held at my chambers, 109
I rinted at Ellswortn. in said county of Han*
cock, prior to the fifth day of August, a.
Haworth, Maine, on the 6th d y of £
^
d i9If*. that
d. 1919. at 10 a m. at which time■
&
they may appear at a probate
clai®
their
court then to be be d at ElUwortb, in and for
attend,
-editors may
^
prove
said county of Hancock, at ten o'clock in the
oint a trustee, examine the baokroP* ij
ansact such other bwfMM aa may P
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
>me before aaid meetingagainst the same.
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BERTRAND B. CLARK, Judge of Probate.
A true copy.
Attest: Class E. Mullah, Acting Register.
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*4. under the requirement of lew, the
Mein« Ontrel railroad sent e samnle of
the Ellsworth water for
analysis. This
showed the water to be in good condition.
On July 7 the water
company sent a
sample, and on June!) the board of health
sent a sample, and both these showed unsatisfactory
results, thus
indicating
clearly that the trouble originated bet ween June 24 add July 7.
The water company was, before June
14, already taking prompt measures to
correct the tronbln previously
complained
of. The
was
standpipe
thoroughly

boil CITY WATKB.
lleultli *>'»• Local

Board ol
Health Officer so Kecommentl.
ol water from the KllsAn analysis
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worth public supply,
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The first game, played with
Sullivan,
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oughly
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here to act with

tional

no

the local board of health.
The statement that the trouble is of
recent origin and that the discovery has
been

prompt

can

be

made with

just

later gave

factory result.
The circumstances

are

these:

of

Addi-

nishing the supply, will be made at once.
Samples will be sent both by the water
company and by the board of health.

unsatis-

Optimistic Thought.

On June

It la more laborious to conquer one’s
self than an enemy.

House
Continuation

board, a committee was appointed to preadvertising matter relating to Ellsworth, to be sent out by merchants and
by the secretary of the board in response
to many requests.
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Mrs.

visiting
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Richardson is spending the
days of her vacation with her
parents, Daniel Richardson and wife.
Mrs.

Seal Harbor
at the
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Aiken Store, State Street
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Extra
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|

tion with her
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|i
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Lamps
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j

Curled-Hair Mattresses
Silverware

Mrs. Adeline

J

Kenneth Hodgdon and wife of Dennysville, were guests Sunday of his aunt,
Mrs. Harold Maddocks and family. They

their

mother, Mrs. Lois Trueworthy, is
gaining after her long illness.

Savage of Northeast Harspent a few days last week with her
Mrs. Chester Maddocks and HarjI sisters,
riet Frost.
Miss Frost accompanied her
home
for a visit with relatives and

as
I

NEW

EXCEPTIONAL BARGAINS.
R. B. HOLMES

LOOK at this cut
an

original photograph

4

year:

September.

SURRY, MAINE

meeting July

26.

iSLESFORD,
Mrs. James Lincoln and family of Brisare visiting
Mrs. Lincoln’s
Morse.

Conn.,
j tol,
sister, Mrs. Fred
Mr.

Dole, one of Southwest Harbor’s
residents, gave an interesting
at the church Sunday morning.
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Mrs. Fannie Bilsby of Bangor is visiting
H.T. Bilsby.
T. B. Willis of Philadelphia is visiting

her son,

wife.

Mrs. Leslie Burrill aud little daughter
Eleanor of Bangor and Mrs. Adelbert
Bridges and son Donald of Brewer, are
visiting their father, H. T. Bilsby.
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81?nal or ?n not,ce to conductor. * Daily, Sundays included, t D»/ay. except
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J Daily, except Saturday.
Dailv. except Monday/ e Mon*dnesda-v
Friday, y Monday only, t Coach between Portia^ and Baugor.
Pull^t*sseugers and
*
only west of Portland and east of Bangor.
DANA C. DOUGLASS.
B
L. HARRIS,
Federal Manager
General Passenger Agent.
Portland Maine.
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY

-DENTAL SCHOOL-i
A Field of Big
Opportunities
J
There is an unlimited demand for skilled dentists and
specialjsts in dentistry. The Harvard University Dental
School offers a most
thorough and efficient training in
this interesting profession.
For those who wish to
specialize there are courses in Oral Surgery, Orthodontia (straightening the teeth) and other branches.

A Chance
To Specialize

Leading dentists of Boston and vicinity have charge

Instruction
and

Equipment

No Entrance
Examination

of this work.
not only from

Association with these men is invaluable,
a technical
view-point, but in a practical
way. Ultra modern equipment, the most up-to-date of
any school of its kind.

diplomat

Holders of
of high schools covering required
subjects are admitted without examination. Graduates
of this school lead the profession in
standing and lucrative practice. For catalog, address

Eugene H. Smith, D. M. D., Dean, Boston, Mass.
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Mrs. Albert Haynes, with daughters
Winifred and Alberta, of Bangor, has been
viaiting her sister, Mrs. G. R. Crosby.
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Hadlock had presence of mind to cut bis
anchor rope aud try to turn his boat sidewi.se,and when th evessel struck his launch,
both men sprang into the rigging of the

bowsprit.
July 14.
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BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

Ij^OR

1. Bowditch and wife of Framingham,
Mass., have arrived for the summer. They
have rented Mrs. Agnes Phippin’s house

who

Maine’s needs. They have
the constitution that stands up
under hard work, the liberal (ire
boxes and flues that give smooth,
even
operation, the complete
control of fire and oven that

McKenzie’s..
B re we

the loving ministration*bf neighbors
and friends during the brief illness and
atier the passing of our beloved sister, Liura
Hatch Jones, we render sincere thanks aud
The beautiful and
heartfelt appreciation
bountiful floral tributes and their arrange- ]
ment in the church will endure in
lasting^
To those who sang we give our"
memory.

N.

loo late to

meet

Lake.
Phillips Lake..

!

CARD

sermon

course, and would
When they realized

CLARIONS MADE IN MAINE

.......

Green

7 days.
ELDRIDGE—At Bucksport, July 15, Capt
AC Eldridge, aged 90 years. 4 months, 9
days.
t REETHEY-«At Brookliu, July 7, Mrs Ward
Freethey.
LbFRANCE—At Bar Harbor, July 12, Alfred
LeFrance, of Chicago, aged 20 years.
MOSES—At Bucksport, July 5, Mrs Isabel
Moses, aged 72 years, 9 mouths.
RODICK—At Bar Harbor, July 2, Benjamin
Rodick, aged 47 years.
SAVAGE—At
Franklin,
July 2, Edwin
Savage, aged 60 years, * months, 7 days.
WALLACE—At Franklin, July 2, Bartlett
Wallace, aged 60 years.

President, Sidney

Last week Uapt, Walter Hadlock and
Dr. Malcolm Storer had a narrow escape
from drowning. CapL Hadlock was out
;
tishiug. His boat was at anchor, w hen a
sailing vessel came along, under both
power and sail.
<*apt. Hadlock did not

COUNTY NURSERY & SEED CO.,

.lv

Bangor.

of the hrst of the young men to volunteer
his services for bis country.

also Progressive and
^llit Everbearer,
Plants will be ready for ship^uperbtrough
August and

WNCOCK

Ellaworth

PIED,

Everts Scudder and sister Hilda of Boston are visiting relatives here.
Everts
has been in France three years, being one

plants
Then place yoor order
*'th us for
POTTED STRAWBERRY
'J-AXTS at *3.00 per 100
We have
Je following varieties. Uncle Jim,
randywine, Glen Mary, Kycknian.

*'ut

Ferry.

Falls_1.
Nicolin.

C.\RD-At
Franklin, June 30. Ruth A
Card .aged 88 years, 7 mouths, li days.
CLOSSON—At North
Sedgwick. July 10,
Mrs EricClosson, aged 23 years, 4
months,

secretary, Vira Ellis; treasurer,
John
McNamara;
Arthur
directors,
Clement, Frank Moore, Asa Flood, Abbie
McNamara and Florence Savage. The

for their

of one

FRIEND

*4

Ellsworth

BROWN—PIER80N—At Ellsworth. July 9,
by Rev J W Tickle, Miss Ethel Brown to
George C. Pierson, both of Ellsworth.
BARRON—CHASE—At Ellswor h. July 10,
by Rev R H Moyle, Miss Adelia W Barron,
of Ellsworth, to Albert W Chase, of Berlin,
N H.

summer

°ur

□ AVID
IVlaln Street

te 86

Hanc< ck..
Franklin Road.
Washington Junction.

a

-—.-v.

club will hold its next

MUST BE SOLD AT ONCE! !

Horn

REASONABLE PRICES. Repairing and
cleaning a specialty.

te 10..

Waukeag (Sullivan ferry)..

TOWLE—PETTY—At Stooington, July 3,
by Rev Geo H Knowltou, Miss Olive A
Towle to Joseph E Petty, both of South
Portland.

friends.

for the

c.

Mt Desert

j

West Ellsworth
spent the week-end with his sister, Mrs.
Eugene Moore. All are glad to hear that
of

rrueworthy

general variety of useful |
ensuing
household goods.
Moore;
good

'AM

Southwest Harbor
Northeast Harbor...
Seal Harbor.
Bar Harbor.....jy

It is
be ar-

ESf

accompanied home by their grandmother, Mrs. Mary J. Perry.

Mrs. Mardell

a

as

Ready-made Clothing
AT

Boston, Mass.

...

North Ellsworth Farmer’s club met
at Agricultural hall Saturday evening,
July 2, and elected the following officers

practically

Ellsworth. Me
GOOD LINE OF

Manset...

DUCOTT—WILLIAMS—At Ellsworth. July
H, by Rev P J Flanagan. Miss Elizabeth
to
L>ucoit. of
H.
Bucksport,
George
Williams, of Boston.
EY-BAMSDELL-At
Ellsworth,
July
10, by Rev R B Mathews. Miss Julia W j
Es»ey, of Ellsworth, to Hollis L Ramsdell,
of Lubec.
NASH—GROSS—At Waldoboro, July 5, Miss!
Celia C Nash, of Waldoboro, to Shirley B
Gros8,of St niiigton.
STINSON
THUKLOW
At
Deer Isle,
July 6, by Rev O J Guptill, Miss Mildred
Stiusou to Albert Thurlow, both of Stoning

The

everything

in

State Street,

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.

MARRIED.

employment,

bor

Lamberton China

|

fact,

Market,

Brewer

wife, has returned to Belfast, where

timer

j

Wool Blankets

In

on

rubber game will

a

Poultry

Bar Harbor.
Sorrento
Hancock Point.
Sullivan..

(Walter Edward.)

Strout, who spent her vacaparents, Daniel Krchardson

DeWitt of Tracey Station,
I N. B., who has been visiting her son,
| Spofford DeWitt, has gone to Hancock to
visit her daughter, Mrs. Grass.

Tables

Bath-room Outfits Complete
Haviland China

that

Ellsworth Steam Laundry

All Kinds of Laundry Work.
NAPHTHA CLEANIN6
Goods called for aud delivered
Special attention to parcel post work
H. B. ESTEY A CO., Proprietors

receivers of Live

BORN.

! were

Toilet Sets

Bluehill

probable

Telephone 178-?.

Corrected to June 30,1919.

COLE—At Brooklin, July 8, to Mr and Mrs
Arthur Cole, a daughter. (Thelma Harriett.)
HARRIMAN—At Penobscot, July 9, to Mr
and Mrs Heury I Hardman, a son.
8AUNDER8—At Ellsworth, July 5, to Mr
ami Mrs Frank W
Saunders, a son.

them.

ELLSWORTH |
About 25 Chamber Sets

K«me at

Miss Cora

day.

goii))'

Bangor

Sunday,

Louisa

Dy
the Fourth.

oiueoiii

ufHien

Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.

WALKER D. HfKS, Director Gonorel of Mlroads
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

ranged.
There will b. another daylight-saving
game to-morrow evening at Wyman park,
Ellsworth vs. Hancock Point.
Hancock
Point. Hancock Point has for several
seasons put a snappy team in the
field,
and a good game is
anticipated. The
will
be
called at 5.30 o’clock.
game

daughter, Minnie Danico at Nicolin.
Mrs. Inez Smith and daughter Corice
spent the week-end with friends at the
Alexander camp, Patten’s pond.

Jean,

now

of

was

*

united states railroad administration

02000 2 20 0—6
01104200 x—8

1-.UTWuitn

EDWARD F. BRADY,

w. F. WYMAN & CO.

123456789
Bluehill
Ellsworth

Personal attention to all details. Telephone
or mail orders
promptly attended to.

final

Furnishings from the

GLENCOVE HOTEL,

DeWitt and family

Alfred
were

Furnishings

of the Sale of

inducement for the location here

as an

some

PRICES

Twenty Years' Experience.

I oultry in Boston.
This means best
service and highest
prices for you
Immediate returns.
Quotations 'and
tags on request.
Ref. Old South Trust Co.
4 Faneuil Hall

Jobbing.

rIONEST WORK: HONEST

POULTRY

largest commission

like base-

ing up a man on bases. A decision of the
umpire in the eighth inning caused some
dissatisfaction to the visitors. Shea of
Ellsworth ran back to take a high fly in
short left field. The ball bounded from

NORTH KLLN WORTH.

IN

more

with

pare

SStmiBtmnits

GREAT

Bluehill,

was

Heating, Furnace

Work and

live

Also Dressed

industry. The owners offered the
building for such purpose for fl,500, including the land. This is less, it is Btated,
than the estimate of what can be
salvaged his glove, but he
scooped it up before it
from the building if torn down.
It is
touched the ground. Shea says the ball
not likely that the proposition will be acdid not touch the ground, and the umcepted by the board, members of which,
pire so saw it at the time, but to a mahowever, express appreciation of the courof the spectators it looked as if the
tesy of the owners in submitting the jority
ball was scooped up on a short bound
proposition before tearing down the from
the ground. The score by innings
building. At the same meeting of the
follows:

analyses of the water, from samfrom the faucets, as well as
ples
from different points on the stream fur-

certainty

the

ing

taken

bectuee of the fact that an analysis ot
the water on June 24 showed it to be
suitable tor drinking purposes, while
analysis of water from a sample taken
two weeks

to correct

FfiOS

123456789
Hullivan
10540300 0—13
Ellsworth
01141341 x-15
The second game, played Saturday afterwith

Hot Water

CommtBBton fflerdjantB.

ball,
some good work on both sides.
building,
years unoccupied, la
Jordan and Linnehan, the Ellsworth batfalling into disrepair, and the intery, had a little the better of Bluehill
surance companies will not
accept it as a
and both pitchers received good
fire risk.
Under these circumstances, battery,
Trafton, who went in
the owners have about decided to tear it fielding support.
to pitch for Bluehill in the seventh
inning
down, but before doing so thought best to made
one of the prettiest
plays of the
place the matter before the board of trade,
a hot line fly and
game,
stopping
which might wish to preserve the builddoubl-|

It is believed that the condition is one
that can be promptly remedied. Certain
it is that the water company is acting with
commendable

infield arguments between all the men of
both teams and many of the spectators,
and some side bets pending the arrival of
a rule book to determine the
disputed
points. Ellsworth finally won by a score
of 15-13. The score
follows:
innings
by

now

possible.

alsd been reported to the public utilities
commission, which will send an agent

was
a
daylight-saving game, started
shortly before 6 o'clock. It was a somewhat weird exhibition of
baseball, with
batting and run-getting, kicks at the
umpire from both sides a-plenty, exciting

noon

PLUMBING,

Because you liave not thoroughly
purified your blood, but have allowed
to remain in it the accumulations of
waste matter that cause weakness,
1 -s of
appetite, dull headache,
1
'ken sleep, backache, eruptions
1 bunions and other troubles.
Take Hood’s Sarsaparilla, the
m
k ine that renovates,
strength(
s, tones—it will build you up, make
fe d better all over.
;
'nod’s Pills help as a stomachic :->.g, digestive cathartic.

Wyman Park Last Week.
The Ellsworth baseball team
played two
Wines at Wyman park last week,
winning

was soon on the
job Tracks were
followed from the Turner
farm, through
the bark read to the
Mariaville road and
thence to within a few rods of where
(frant lived. Mr. Turner bad
previously
informed the officers that be
suspected

suggestion that this may have been the
cause of a condition that will
prove only
temporary. The company has also, by
the opening of all hydrants, within the
past week flushed its pipe lines as thor-

sample ot water.
The trouble ia of very recant origin,
and its discovery baa been prompt. The
safer company will be equally prompt
correcting the
in searching out and
source of the trouble. The local board
of health is also active. The matter has

ALL RUN DOWN
AND WORN OUT

Ellsworth Team Won Two Games at

Au analysis of water
drinking purposes.
about the same
sent by the water company
the same result.
Director
(•rant, w ho was jealous of him, and had
tim,, Shows
State board of health, who
made threats against him.
[vans ot the
Grant’s wife,
who had separated from
the analyses, advises that for the
him, had been
water be boiled be- cleaned out before
tbct date. Between
keeping house for Mr. Turner, living at
„rcseiit, at least, the
Health Officer King of the June 24 and
July 7, further work was the Turner farm with her three children.
icre drinking.
health urges the same prebeing done to the same end, as already A pair of shoes which Grant, after first
lc(tl board ot
reported in The America!.'. The filter producing another pair, admitted he had
caution.
phi- is the first time, in the many analy- was cleaned out and renewed, and the worn Sunday night, fitted exactly to the
that this condition has
pumping well at the station was also well-defined tracks in the bark road.
,,5 01 this water,
Grant’s arrest followed.
^ discovered. Vegetable matter has thoroughly cleaned out and repaired.
been present to more or
It may have been merely a coincidence
0f course alwayB
At a meeting of the board of trade Monand with more or leas dis- that this new trouble arose
at this time, day evening, K. P.
ie9J degree,
King, representing the
coloralion ot water, but this doea not aeri- but the fact that the filter was being owners of the shoe factory building at the
oosly affect it for drinking purposes, it cleaned out, though every precaution was corner of Church and School streets, subin the investigation of tbia condition, taken to prevent the accumulated
waste mitted a proposition to the board.
The
and the presence of animal matter in the from going into the supply, leads to the
for several

elade

PAU.

Repairing and Recharging
A. P. ROYAL
68 State St.,
KUsworth
Next to Court House.

j

SMALL NOTICE

I

acorn lormraia.

Waltham, Mast., who are spendini
weeks at Prospect Harbor, wen

of

HOW THE FAMILY INCOME
SHOULD BE DISTRIBUTED

several

here last week.

serious mm
TROUBLE

Misses

Young

Martha

Dorolhj

and

Willey, who have employment inOld Towt
and Bangor respectively, were home for c
brief stay last veek.

July

11.

8.

Every Family

Fred Stoddard

Hampden

Praise* “FRUIT-A-T1VES”

and

wife

went

tc

sonal Household

this week in tneir automobile

Albert, little son of E. B. Morey, whc
quite ill, is very much improved.
and

wife

are

visiting in

Fred

bride,
occupying

of

Dorchester,

Foster and
are

their

summer

Knight has arrived home,
ber
granddaughter,
by
Miss Barbara Knight of Malden, Mass.
.Mrs.

Levi

MR. R. B. O'FLYNN
mon

Trouble, which developed into serious
Blaader Trouble. During that time,
I am safe in saying I tried over 50
different remedies without relief.
I saw a testimonial of, I think, a
Montreal man about ‘Fruit-a-tives’
and concluded to make one more

By

the time the

a

recent

j

I

|

si., liocr.cstcr,

“For five long years, I was afflicted
with Stemaeh, Liver and Kidney

trial.

In

and

daughter Ruth,
of Koxbury, Mass., who have spent a few
weeks at their former home here, have
returned to Roxbury.

ou .'onn

budget.

address In Mew York
City Mr. William Mather Lewis conwith
thrift
mere
treated
saving.
Thrift, he said, i* a much broader mat
| :er than mere savin*. Thrift Is care
who has been the
Charles Lombard,
md prudence in the management of
guest of D. W. Torrey, has returned to !
3ne's affairs; the foundation upon
Lombard will
Somerville, Mass. Mrs.
j vhich every successful and enduring
remain for a longer visit.
business enterprise is based.
ibis week:
Arrivals
John
Adams,
The man who hoards his money, who
Boston; Mrs. Emma Hardy, Miss Louise
deprives himself of the decencies of
Howe, Milton, Mass; Pr >f. Jotn Crane life in order to
i
accumulate. Is going
aud family,
Hartford, Conn.; Misses
counter to the Declaration of IndeLaura and
Rebecca Torrey, Dorcbester, |
pendence—He is narrowing his life,
Mass.; Mrs. Mary Gray, Chelsea, Mass.,
restricting his liberty, and shutting
Miss Martha Knight, Leonia S. J.. ac- |
himself away from true happiness.
companied by her niece, Marian and He
vfho spends his money wisely,
Helen Davis, Port Clyde.
who a portions his dollars intelligently
12.
July
L.
igainst the needs of today and the
needs of tomorrow, who, in other
SUNSET.
words, Is practicing thrift, is investing
W. S. Scott,
wife
i>nd
daughter in Liberty and happiness, is aecumg
Marguerite are at the Raynes cottage.
life more abundantly.
John Stevens is at “The Firs” for the
The miser lays aside a
by

Mercy Torrey

sample

box

finished I found quite an improvement ; and when I liad finished
a 50c. box, there was a grand improvement far beyond my expectations.
To make a long story short, I
believe “Fruit-a-tives” or Fruit Liver
Tablets the best Stomach, Liver and
15!a
r Medicine the world has ever
was

season.

Ferguson of Revere, Mass., in
the guest of Mrs. Lizzie Judkins.
Edward

Jessie Gross has

to

gone

Hyde Park,

surplus
refusing to buy those things which
necessity and comfort and the good of
his community require.
The thrifty
man buys
liberally and intelligently;

for the

NEWS

-Miss Emma Bickford has
returned from
Eamnine and Miss Hazel Weston
from

Abington, Mass.,
teaching.
Miss

Louise

where

they

hav

s

been

1

has

I

Orono.

Prospect

Harbor

exercises
Hanson's

Mrs.

Havey spent

son

\

attended

U.

at

of

at

the veek-ead with

Asbville.

Beth

Havey

Sunday

home

cans*

East Sullivan, where she has been
isiting her aunt, Mrs. E. E. Bragdon
Mrs. Leonard Lawson and two daugh-

rom

t ers, Phyllis aud
j \ Havey’s.

M.,

Ivan

Pettee

Miss

F. Stevens, Mr*. H. H. Hanson,
Donna Hanson and Misa Leitha
o!

lugh

Dr. D. M. Milne spam a few days last
Prospect Harbor, the guest of Dr.
1 iarvard Colwell.

Mrs. E.

commencement

summer.

was

July

H.

The

Salisbury

Beatrice,

are

guests at A.

tNB Auie.

graduated.
J uly 7.

S.

Mrs.

SALISBURY COVE.

_

Dennis Coombs and
Eoionville last week.
Karl

Lee

wife

visited

in

luly

visiting her parerts,

is

James Crane and

visiting

wife of

Mr. Crane’s

are

mother, Mrs. Kboda

hail

on

are now

Wednesday

held at Hamand

)f Mrs.

Saturday

Nathan Noonan of Nashua, N
0., visited relatives here and in Prospect Harbor

Harbor

Dexter

guest

was a

Walter Russell last week.
Reid and

daughter Vir-

ginia, Mr. and Mrs. Dollie, Mr. and Mrs.
Butterwortb, all of Bangor, have been
a part of the week here, camping.
Mrs. Florence Bowden and her daughter. Miss Rowe of Ellsworth. are at their
cottage for the summer. Mrs. Malone and
Miss Frances Malone of Ellsworth are

spending

j

last week.
Miss Lillian
Huckings of Milbridge
spent the past week with her aunt, Mrs.
L. A. B’ckford.

their guests for the
Sowle of Ellsworth was
tage

Wesley

season.
a

guest

at

the cot-

several days recently.

July

Miss Etnina Bickford has gone to Northeast Harbor, where she has employment
S.

Bar

summer.

Mr. and Mrs.

vacation.

for the

opened

Walter spent

son

Miss Sadie McFarland is in
lor the

j

evenings.
Carlton Bickford, who has employment
at Abington, Mass., is home for a short

A.

wife and

Miss Mabel Strout of

Moving pictures

house

aat week in Gardiner.

Rockland

Smith.
mond

Hale,

Lewis

Fred Pendleton and wife.

Cove tea

2.

R.

12.
NORTH

PENOBSCOT.

summer.

Adams,

Woodland

wife

and Bon

visiting

are

Mrs.

Donald of

Mrs.

Adams'

very

j

Roac-oe

Thirty-eight

:ier, Mrs. Rubie Tracy.
«pt. H. E. Tracy and wife of Bar Harbor were recent guests of Mrs. Tracy’s
daughter, Mrs. Foster Harringt< n.

mo

Rankins,

who has

been

ill, is slowly recovering.
relatives

and

triends

spent the Fourth with Caldwell Gray and

t.

family.
Earl

Onndle

and

wife of

Ellsworth

the week-end with K. E. Urtndle
Guptill and wife have returned spent
and wife.
Gouldsboro, after a lew
Master Bert and Rowland Kittredge of
days with their daughter, Mrs. J. S.
! Framingham, Mass., are visiting their
Bragg.
H. W. Lowell and wife.
Mrs. Emma Stanley and daughter Vesta grandparents,
Lieut. Dennis
Cousins, recently re1 turned from the
army, who, with his wife,
2UfflnusnrjT,;t
Everett

to tfteir home in

has
1

Sure Relief For
j
All Rheumatics
If So Crippled You
or

Can't Use Arms
Legs, Kheuuia Will Help You.

If you want

relief in two

certain, gratifying relief,

days, swift,

take

a

small

spent several days with Hill Wilson
wife, returned to Howland Saturday,
H.
July 7.

and

PRETTY MAR8H.
Miss

Velma Gray has employment at

Bar Harbor.
Gardiner

summer.

dose of Rheuma once a day.
If you want to dissolve every particle
Mrs. Joaephiue Freeman is visiting hei
o* uric acid poison in your body and
sister, Mrs. G. W. Haynes.
drive it out through tbe natural channels
Mrs. Edith Burns of Pittsfield spenl
so that you will be free from rheumatism,
get a bottle of Rheuma from AJexander's a few days recently with Mr. and Mrs,
at
or
once.
It
any druggist
Pharmacy
Foote.
must give the joyful relief expected oi
Mrs. Andrew Carter, who has beer
money refunded.
is
s
Rheumatism
powerful disease under treatment at Bar Harbor hospital
in
entrenched
strongly
joints anc has returned home.
muscles. In order to conquer it a powerG.
July 7.
sent
against it.
ful enemy must be
Rheuma is the enemy of Kheumatistr
it in nearly
—an enemy that conquers
Itch in*
piles provoke
profanity, ba
every instance.
1
profanity won’t remove t^em. Doan’s Oint
Judge John Barhorst, of Ft. Loramie
is
ment
recommended
for
itching,
bieedini
Ohio, knows it. He was walking witfc
crutches, today he is well. It should dc or protruding piles. 60c at any drug store
! -Advi.
as much for you; it seldom fails.

return

than

bind

mumped
iKm
lor re-

four,

u«c

them

ns

before.
WEST FRANKLIN.

Bradbury, jr.,

Frank

in

wan

Bangor

daughter, Mrs J. M. Clark.
Juatin Driscoll,
street commissioner

Kumford, was in town Sunday.
Mrs. E. S. Coombs and Mis* Jeanette
Farnsworth are visiting in Belfast.

of

Dalton

Harbor,

Heed

has

gone to

where he has

Northeast

employment.

Madeline Hodgkins of Bar Har-

Miss
bor is

visiting her aunt, Mrs. Hutchins.
Winfield
Hodgkins of Portland is
spending a few' weeks with relatives
here.

Mrs. Heuderson and two children of
Tbomaaton are guc«ta at Charles GoodMiss

Halite Young of Bangor spent the
with
b^r sister,
Mrs. H. ».

week-end
Bcamtnon

Irving Hodgkins

Henry Hutibing*

of

of

Bar

Brewer

Harbor
were

and

Sunday

visitors here.

Lester Orcutt

accompanied

i»v

Hare!*! Worcester,
friend, were hen* from

and
a

Northeast Harbor Sunday.
A

new

Miss Adah
left
Savage
to-day for
Uaatine to attend the summer school for

Lraining

tho*-** w ho have an appointment
“teac her’a helper" the coming year.

Galon

Drcutt,

Oreutt,
with

wife

tbrtr

'S A Meal That’e
A lu>ay$
Juat heat
m »nd

SUCH

Ready!

and aerve
bean,: Simply de.

%

taki

1

—

9A licions.
4, Isn’t it tme that von h,„
% often .said if yon could b«v
£ bean* a* flood a, yon can
yon would do to?
Well!.
Here', “your dream
come true!'
all day over a hotoe.
JJ cn-Nomore
No more “sometime,
r.
good
a*ain “only fair.' SUPERBA
lieana are olaay, cooked
the
gj

I

Jg

company has been nrgsniren
here for getting out granite has***, con»isting of !>. K Smith, George Hrsdbury
and Frank C. B'sisle i.

is

%

and

mother,

Eugene
.Mrs.

8

Maria

:toodwin, motored to Stonington Batorlay, all returnitig Sunday night except
who w- it
Mrs. Ow1«ln,
rfmmn fora
visit with her daughter, Mrs. Fifielri.
Echo
July 14.

same

way—

aficoju uniform

The dutinctirx. the «en«ce store fcj
a in your neighborhood sells SC* I
PERBA
Beaus, Catsup, Very- A
§

*':3

tables. Fruits,

Berries, Tea, :
and Coffee- ALL SUPERB
Patronize him. Buy by the Cat. .J
IPs economical!
SUPERBA on the Label.
SUPERB for yonr Table.

j-i

I *i

Milliken<Tomlinson Co^

Portland,

Maine

oy i

■*

M
;
I

Li

Perfection Pictures -Reel 5

SAVE AND SUCCEED
Butter!' Did you ever hear of stalilife with nothing but?
That is the way 1'olted States Sena
Thrift is shorthand for "Waste not. ■or Gilbert M. Hitchcock started.
It was not by eating butter bat
want not.”
by
Buy War Savings Stamps.
totng without it that be got the start
ie
says
Sing a song of Savings Stamps.
"My father told me that If 1 would
The cost of living’s high.
m without butter for a year, he would
But have you counted all the things
rive me a calf.
These Savings Stamps will buyt
"Why a calf? I suppose It was because the
young bovine animal nor
Wor Savings Stamps are better than
“ally consumes, when ted on Its moih
money, because they earn more money.
Wa milk, a lot of cream which
might
■there Ine become butter. Accordingly,
“Broken eggs can not be mended.”—
f
1
saved
a
year's butter I might be
Neither can “eashed-in” War Savings
learned entitled to a calf.
Stamps grow to their maturity value.
I
went butteries*, and 1
“Anyway.
Don’t jot the call
Lincoln said: "Be a patriot!
“A calf was of no une to me, «a 1
mar the immortal emblem of humanity,
■otd It and with the money bought a
the Declaration of Independence.” Buy
few hens and a rooster,
Thrift and War Savings Stamps.
building up a
small trade m eggs and chickens,
w hich I sold to
my own family and to
In a multitude of thrifts there la
the neighbors.
safety from worry. Buy wisely, save
“My grandfather eoaouraged mi to
intelligently, and invest in Thrift
earn
money, and aave It
If there
Stamps and War Savings Stamps.
had been Thrift Stamps and War Savin® Stamps in those days, he would
“May the vast future not have to
lament that you neglected it”
Buy certainly have urged tae to buy them
A* it was. be acted aa
my banker,
Thrift Stamps and War Savings Stamps.
and added a dollar tor every one 1
saved, allowing me good interest on
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN UP-TO-QATE. loth
"Later otv I got a job with ray fath
or. and by the time I was 19 l had ac
Save and have—Thrift Stamps and
cumulated several
hundred dollars
War Savings Stamps.
With this I paid my way through the
A rolling fancy gathers no Thrift
law schooa
On graduation I had used
Stamps.
about all of my money, bat It was
Be frugal and free—to buy Thrift up
well spent.
The legal education tha:
Stamps and War Savings Stamps.
I obtained was the moat valuable
Look before or you’ll find yourself
pari
of my training for the business
of life.
behind in War Savings Stamp*.
If I had not saved. I could not
for
whistle
have
if you pay too much
your
gone t» the law school
My savings
you’ll have too little to buy War Sav■gave me that opportunity, and enabled
ings Stamps.
me to follow my bent.”
ng

Coin Thrift Into Thrift Stamp*.

Sow for your future with War Savare seeds of as-

ings Stamps.. They
sured

success.

wither

them;

no

No

hot

winds

can

chickens dig them up!

Wise saving will increase your buying power. Investing In War Savings
Stamps Is wise saving.

Burns of Pittsfield is at Edgar

Foote's for the

may
if 1< s*

in

SENATOR’S BUT] ERED PATH
LED HIM T 0 THE SENATE

eek at

mother.

Miss

beast Harbor for the

Morton

Gerrish

gone to
Harrington, where she has employment
Rev E- 8 Ure“r’a
family. The mauy
U
°*
Drew s in this
fnenu.
vicinity
‘‘X” illness of Mr. Drew’s
regret to b«-

Temple

'rt

Earl Gordon and Raymond lialey, who
1 lave been overseas, arrived home Sunday.

3-cent

her

No general budget can be so framed
as
to 9t the needs of every family.
Families differ, even when Identical in
slie, number, sex and general situation, but no family can thrive and
progress without sound and sane financing, without arrangement of a reasonable financial margin, without regular saving and Investments, such as
are offered by Thrift and War Savings
Stamps; and only intelligent adherence to an intelligent budget can
be
trusted, under ordinary circumstances,
to bring about the desired results.
Methods of appropriation, however,
differ; a method which proves feasible
in a given family would be worse than
useless in another; but certain car
dinal principles may be safely laid
down.
The amount of possible savings
should be set apart definitely and
rigidly adhered to. Other allowances
may be variable or they may be held
within hard and fast limits. One plan
after another may be tried. If liked
until the best one suited Is found.
All things considered, the most easily
efficient budget usually is that which
allows a certain share of the Income
for each budget head listed, holds
rigidly within the items of appropria
tion. and wisely applies any balance
or surplus to the
savings or recreation

he makes yery sure that the shoes for
season.
Mass.,
pro.»uc;d”.
which he exchanges the product of
Mr. and Mrs. Benchinal of Cambridge
K. B, O’FLYXX,
many hours' labor contain good workare spendiug their' honeymoon at
Mass.,
Ctovernmrnt Concrete Inspector.
manship and good material: that the account
the Howard farm.
S<V abox, 6 for$2.50, tr: ■! size 25e.
meat he carries home at night goes
Judge Hawes, Mrs. Hawes and daugh- ; on the table, not in the
At dealers or from Fid i'l-A-TIYES
garbage can.
QUAKER ACROSTIC
ters, of West Chester, Pa., are at “The
■L.injied, <X»l)EXSBLit«i. X. Y.
He insists that the dollar he hands
Firs.”
the employee be earned by an hour ot
The man who aaveth money
Mr. and Mrs. John Stone and daughter < honest labor
A thrifty man is careful
I
1
Hath his future guaranteed.
Barbara
of
are
Fanuei, Mass.,
i
occupying of other things than money. Such a
Remorse o'er substance wasted
the Schroeder cottage.
one does not arrive at the station half j
!* unknown to him. Indeed.
WINTER HARBOR.
Frederick Hitz and William, jr., with an hour before train time
If his time
Fortune smileth on him.
Nathan Noonan of Nashua is a guest at their tutor, art* at the Hitz cottage tor the
Is worth three dobars an hour he does
Things he hath, as he may need.
IX W. Joy’s.
summer.
Judge and Mrs. Hitz are ex- not use it up on w irk that a three-doi- {
Cast. C. H. Bickford of the yacht
Thrift
pected soon.
lar-a-day assistant could do.
The man who spaudeth wisely;
Firefly
bae gone to Bar Harbor for the
Sadie.
July 12.
consists in making the meet of one's
Hath no Idle, wasted hour;
season.
resources, tangible and
B- F. Wetherill and
intangible—
Ruleth cities—even nations—
family of PhiladelWEST SULLIVAN
making the most of them for the beneInterest for him doth flower.
phia are at their cottage at grindstone
Miss Selena Havey is home from Oris,
fit of self and of one's fellows.
Point.
For he 1 earner!) as he liveth
s here she b is been
As a means of thrift. Mr. Lewis adteaching.
Thrift succeedeth—THRIFT IS
Misses Sara and Mildred
Jordan,
vocated the formation of War Savings
A. L. Matthews of Lincoln is visiting
baie
POWER
been teaching in
Lamoine
Societies and Investment in War Sav-1
ii» grandson. Rev. Alex Weatbertx*.
Dmlorth. are home.
(Moral—Buy War Savings
Wolf JLipeky, a ife, daughter Ruth and, ings Stamps
Stamps.)
■lire. Elia Frost and daughter of
Maria*
on George are
ville are gneats of Mrs.
spending a few weeks tot-re.
Frost’s mother,
Mrs. Reuben O’Relley.
Elia and Marion Havey have gone to

MV

in

our

Monday.

Based.

accompanied
Mrs.

having

of

more

The household is a corporation
Miss Elirabetb Coombs is spending a
STABILIZER OF BUSINESS. with certain definite obligations week at Northeast Harbor.
Mis Hilda Bracey of Beecbland Is visitam] a more or loss certain income,
ing her cousin, Freda Goodwin.
The Foundation Upon Which All and it
have
a
therefore,
should,
Mrs. Mary West of Egypt is visiting
Successful Enterprises Are
definite

Portland.

Mass.,

or

envelopes
dt:mpiH'i)<;

Budget

THRIFT AS A

was

Wales Shaw

Should Have Own Per-

NEWS

OKKfcfiU OMn.N IS.

TO

Correspondents
four

REACH.

Corer-in-ent Inspector In Poe*ie*ter

COUNTY

Mend that leak In your
pocketbook
with War Savinas »»—p-

Invent

The War Savings Certificate Inter
feres with one of the most popular indoor sports—robbing the baby's bank.

Membership In a War Savings So
8av<
elety will help you to succeed.
I and succeed.

in

Thrift

Stamps

‘Porch of the Wisely

Cottage, 11 A. M”
Mrs.Wisely, like 3,000,000 other

wise houseis not tied down to kitchen work. She
takes her ease on the cool porch while the

wives,

New Perfection Oil Cook Stove cooks and
bakes in the kitchen.
Its steady blue flame stays put—provides uniform, concentrated heat for frying, broiling,
baking, toasting and simmering. Lighted instantly without fuss or litter—safe, convenient,

always ready.
Mrs. Wisely also

uses a New Perfection Water
Heater. It provides plenty of hot water for
dish washing, scrubbing and other uses.
New Perfection Oil Cook Stoves are made in
1, 2, 3 and 4 burner sizes—with or without
ovens and cabinets.
At your dealer’s.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK

NEW PERFECTION
OIL COOK

STOVES

Also Puritan Cook. Stoves

the best Short Chimney

stove.

aubcrtsaronu*.

When in need of

! turned] to

j

purga-

a

j

tive, do not resort to vio-

lent cathartics, but take the
natural laxative—

gentle,

„„

at

her

given

Mrs.

and

a

week.

Frederick
from
is

hus-

in tueit

they

our

hat

son

James.

eh At a ha* again
aiater. Helen Jackaon,

extend our dee pea
bereaved family and re

and Mr.

J ulv 7.

TKEMONT.
Fils

worth.

Boy Sweeney,

wife

Mae*.,

of Revere.

a»t«

in

at

Southwest

Hummer.

visiting

Marjorie Sprague of Bar Harbo
visiting her cousin, France* Wallace.
Keiley

Edward

has

hi*

discharge fron
a
few day

army, and is spending
with bn» parents here.

toe

of

h

ri'.*r ul

friend*

her

h

birth

The

aid

n
t

Friday

sev

it

afternoon

Vy.

Uty anil bold it-, sum
riity building Wed
after
i»y
noon, July «•>, with an enter
».
.«m
i... evening.
July
K.

jner 8u

8am

fiM

o.uim

and

Leola

Rumill

cent!’,

a

<

Mr*. E

U»UK
»*1

her

b

mna

A

sou, E
sun

Listtiic,

n>

day*

few

re

*i

K»*ed, who has been via
B. it id, at Brooksviile
Mr*. J. B. Thurston, a
Kutmll, who has spen
h

tr

are

Miss

and wife.
em-

M. Hawes and

L.

for

few

a

are

Keeley and children of New
spending the summer in Mrs.

t wren

is,

has

re

Wescott has moved bis family
into the Charles Wescott place.

in

who has been

employed

Roberts.
Mrs. Nellie Hillings and granddaughter,
Dorothy Fowler, spent part of last week

York
riarah

in

0. Treadwell and wife, who were the
guests of Oscar Fori and wife, last week,
left for Charleston, 8. C\, Friday.
O.

K.

Hluehill.

|

Mrs.

j

visiting

Ernest Urindel of Sargentville is
her parents, Fred W. Orcutt and

wife.

Miss Lila A. Perkins, who has been
teaching in Ohio, is visiting her sister,
Mrs.

J. 1*. STRUNG
Estate Broker
chusetts.

Young,

North Sedgwick, is at home.
Herbert Roberts and wife of North field,
Vt., are visiting his brother, Edgar

at

Bowden’s cottage.

14.

May

Roberts.

Mrs. Jennie

of

I

jfi

.Massa-

Boston. Aug. 25th—says, “I have been in
brokerage business for many
years. I have suffered with los of sleep, indigestion and nervousness, but since taking
Argo-Phosphate, I sleep better and eat
without fear of distress, and can feel a great
chauge in my system."
There is uothing in medical science that
equals Argo-Phosphate in the treatment of
indigestion, rheumatism, nervousness, kidney and liver ills. Bold by E. O. Moore and
all reliable druggists.

Gross, who has been visiting her parents, Dudley Jones and family,
has returned to Ellsworth Falls.
Mrs. Callie

ALCOHOL-3

Perkins, who has been

em-

ployed at the home of her brother, Roy
Habson, at Holbrook island, is home.
A.
July 7.

MaiprafMDeAAMVUfntMR
Seed
Pumpkin

Mx Senna
Pochette SaUt
Anise Seed

fed**
Seed.
harm

Clarified Sugar
hvtfrrgrrr/i flavor

Win 1

lii IT 11

1

11

j

Senator Arthur Capper of Kansas,
of the five ex-governors serving
in the Sixty-sixth congress.
Senator
Camper served two terms as governor
of Kansas. This snapshot shows the
senator on his way to attend the first
session of congress.

TOWN

FOR

COLORED

AhclpfulRemedyte

Constipation and Diarrhoea
ana
and

Feverishness

Loss OF-SLEEP

rcsuttin^therefromj'iInfancy

j

Fac Simile

Signature/*

Cts0ri&*>.

Thirty Years

COHPASr.
X;;E CrSTA™

NEWJYQS^s

FOLK

Truxton, Va., Built by Government
House Employees of Naval

to

Base.

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

Portsmouth, Va.—A model town,
constructed by the government exclusively for colored people, was formally
opened with ceremonies, and Truxton,
Va., ns the new town is known, took
its place on the map as a suburb of

THt CtNTAUH COMP«

'f.

NEWYOB*

CITT,

able to return to her home in Bro*o klin.
S he was accompanied by her mother and

COUNTY NEWS

daughter. Mias Husband expects to rePortsmouth.
WEST EDEN.
turn in September to resume teaching in
Built primarily for war purposes to
Mrs. Emma Lunt spent the past week the high school.
house employees at the great Hamp- with relatives at Calais and St. Andrew*.
M.
July?.
ton roads naval base, the 224 buildings
The Fourth of July hall in the grange
WEST
JBROOKUN.
sold
in the little town will not he
imf
hall was well attended.
Ice-cream was j
Harold Pert is employed in Stouington.
mediately by the government, but will served.
he rented at from $10 to $19 a month.
Mariuce Lufkin, U. S. N., is visiting
Chester Kicb, Walter Clark and wife
The town Is one of the 24 housing projhere.
have positions for the summer at Bar
ects the United States Housing corWaldo Carter of Medford,
Mass., is
Harbor.
poration is rapidly completing in varivisiting here.
Mrs.
Judith
a
few
Kittredge spent
days
ous parts of the country for the govKay Friend, U. 6. S., Satilla, is at home
ernment.
Final disposition of the recently with her sister, Mrs. O. P. Rich,
for a few days.
at Somesville.
property rests with congress.
Charles Carter
is
having a
piazza
Robert Hadley of Bar Harbor, who i6 an
Officials of the United States Housbuilt on his house.
ing corporation, officers from the naval invalid from rheumatism, is boarding at
Ruby Bridges has gone to Opecbee
base and Virginia state officials attend- B. T. Knowles’.
I
L. K.
ed the opening ceremonies.
Mrs. Ida Rich has gone to Bar Harbor to island for the summer.
Sherman, president of the housing cor- spend the summer with her daughter,
Mrs. Nellie -Spear, who has been visitthe Mrs. Fred Gonya.
poration anti a representative
ing in Sionington, is home.
department of labor, made an address.
Mrs. Agnes Mayo went to Portsmouth
Mrs. J. T. Butler,
who has spent a
for a week’s stay with her husband, who
few weeks here, has returned to Floral
works in the navy yard.
CHART NATIONAL AIR LINES
Park, N. Y.
W.

Army

Service Completing Maps of
Three Cross-Country Trunk
Routes.
Air

Swazey

Dexter

from Boston.
health from
Mrs.
Doris

air service
has made substantial progress in the
work of preparing national aerial
routes, the map already showing a
number of travel lanes in 30 states.
The entire country will be covered a?
soon as adequate data has been com-

Washington.—Tin*

(IbUtrtisnnnits

Opium,Morphine nor

Mineral. Not Narcotic

_

Do not forget that Dr. SETH ARNOLD’S
BALSAM is the best known remedy for all
bowel complaints. Warranted by C. E. Alexander.— Aclvt.

PISKW"

Avertable PreparationforAs
similatin^thcFood by Rcgula^
tim}the Stomachs and Bqwcjsof
Infants /Children
Thereby Promoting Di^e-stion
Cheerfulness and ReslGonla©

employed at

Lester

days.

Mrs.

is

Closson and wife have employHolbrook island.

Charles

family

Sanborn

Norman
ment at

Mrs. W. I. For i and Mrs. M. A. Ford
spent a few days last week in Wiuthrop
guests of Mrs. Arthur Allen.

July

Evelyn

Miss Flossie Sellers of Sedgwick is visiting at Dudley Jones.

MARLBORO.
Dr.

J.

Nor urn bega.

the real estate

bot»<-.

L*'i u (».
h

a

Bar

BROOKS VLLLE.
Chicken pox and mumps are prevalent.

D. Newman and wife have returned
a visit in Lincolnville.
July?.
Lilac.

Prominent Ileal

TKhMONr.

Eye a pent
Ktnley.

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria

one

July 14.

Noyes recently.

Black and wife of Brooksville

14._

Mrs.

at

B. Crabtree and wife came Saturday
from Boston, where Mr. Crabtree has
been receiving medical treatment for the
past three months. Every one is very
glad to learn Mr. Crabtree is much improved in health.

from

are

Little I/'oi-*' Thurston entertained
e:

yacht Alert, will be
Harbor during the summer.

town.

m

visiting Isaac Stanley

Bangor

Mi«
is

is in

mands the

MANSET.

and little datighte
visiting in town.

rtidney Wallace

Mrs.

Harbor for the

sum-

mer.

Mrs. A. 1. Foss and Miss Myrtle Foss
Bar Harbor Saturday to spend
the summer. Capt.
Foss, who com-

1. L, Stanley has purchased a new car.
Hev. Mr. Mercer, a former pastor here,
is

has

CASTORIA
For Infants and Children.

neither

went to

L.

in

Ooogins.

opened her home here for the
Capt. Foss, who at present
Venezuela, is expected in August.

\t

Miss Olive Austin of Brooksville is
ployed at Mrs. Charles Rich's.

Pray »{>ent Friday

A. E.

L.

vyatH A MX*ICA».

That

of

Kate

Mrs.

Daniel Foss and wife of Everett, Mass.,
come Saturday for a visit with Mr.
Foss,
parents, A. B. Foss and wife. They
made the trip by automobile.
Mrs. H. G. Foss of Melrose, Mass.,

Keys, Germantown,

visited Bessie

Mr»

sister,

her

several weeks.

Pa.

our charter be draped foi
thirty day*, a copy of them
he
rrtoiutiona
placed on our rec «rd*. a copj
reat to the fatuity, and a copy to The Beta

Jeered,

visiting

Nurse Gertrude Crabtree was called to
Mt. Desert Ferry Saturday night to care
for Calvin Martin, who has been ill

George Leach, recently arrived from
France, where be served in a Canadian
regiment for about three years, spent
the week-end at F. E. Blaisdeli’s.

Misses Grace Clark

Jabve*

iperiod

iNp.t Contents 15 Fluid Drachn

Horace Stratton, wfio is employed in
Rockland, is spending his vacaiion with
his mother, Mrs. W. S. Stratton.

party of boys from Camden is at
the Craig pond camp.
Edwin Cartridge, recently discharged
from the navy, visited at E. L. Pickering's last week.
A

we

the

to

Friday

Barbara, of Arlington, Mass., Young’s.
Mrs. Frank Riley of Bangor spent the
Saturday. Mr. Simonds returned
this morning, but will come back later.
week-end with her parents,
Capt. O. W.
Foss and wife.
July 14-__
Thelma.
Ira Gray, wife and children of MansEAST OBLAND.
field, Mass., are visiting Mrs. Gray’s
Mrs. DeKocber of Boston is visiting her parents, A. B. Crabtree and wife.

her heavenly home,
Rt$olrt<l. That in the death of Mater
Roweua
Hebekah
lodge, No. 91
Jackaon.
1,0,0 b ha* loat an esteemed and valued

Member.
Bnolvtd.
jjapathy,

Johnson returned
business trip to Calais.

and

Jersey City,

fraternal

been broken. and
bM been .*1 >d to

a

Maurice Lymburner and wife of Bar
Harbor were Sunday guests at C. B.

are opening
op
market forme sale of tbeir product,
Recent arrivals: Mrs. Thomas Story
Brickett shirtwaist. They
Mary
the
and three children, New
York; Madame
intend remaining in New York a short
unless tneir many .Story, California; William Pierce and
time before sailing,
wife, Boston; William and Richard
theit
compel
interests m California
Snow, Washington; D. C.; Irvin Bell
attention. In that earn) they will sail
and
wife. Portland, Conn.;
Mrs. Brickett was
Joseph
from the I’j iflc coeat.
Proctor and wife, Revere, Mass.; Mrs.
formerly the wife of Charles Sanford
Hotace Webb and children, Portland;
s native of Lomoine, « bo died in
Coggins,
wife and daughter Frances,
California in IWd.
I Pyam Uilkey,
Germantown, Pa.; Miss Evelyn Buck,
t>ur

is

Miss Hope MoKinney of Fort Fairfield

his work last week.

,

irk<T«i*.

Mass.,

Mrs. Kim bet h Oakes bas returned from
visit in Berlin, N. H.

Camden visited F. W. Lunt and wife last

Halph

Brickett left
way to South

their

on

on

where

wife of

and

Gilbert tsiments.

SENATOR ARTHUR CAPPER

arrived

HARBOR.

luncheon

a

Mr.

Thursday
America,

Capt. Eugene H. Tinker

NEWS

HANCOCK.
Miss AJice Laws of
Salem,
visiting relatives here.

Mrs. Fairfield from Malden, Mass., is
guest of Mrs. John Kenny.
K. M. Simouds, wife and children,

entertained hy Mr. and Mrs. R. M.

iwoor.

j

■5

COUNTY

the

band, l'&»rles A. Brickett, of New York,
a
few days with
j,;, been spendlne
slater- in-law,
Brickett’a
Mrs.
jirj
their stay they
H(,ry Clark. Duriug
\or*ood

Fred Tolman is home from France,

|

NEWS

Brickett and

jin. Mary K-

Children’s

liis wife and

Sal* of Any Medictn* in the World.
$old •▼erywher*._In Boa—, 10c 25c.

I

In the

Walter Lunt, whocame from Bath with
daughter Doris, returned to

Bcecbams
Pills
SOUTHWEST

work

j

j

COUNTY

her

hospital in Brookline, Mass., where she is
training lor a nurse.
July 7._Thelma.

army

piled.
Information entered on the master
here covers every detail necessary
for the successful operation of an air
plane over the territory shown. Distances, fields, suitable landing stations, places where vital supplies unc
parts may be obtained, as well as con
dition of terrain, all are noted.
It Is proposed to chart three trunk
routes from const to coast, with about
twenty-four feeding or distributing
routes, which, it is stated, “would
bring every city and town In the United States within six hours flying time
of the distributing points.” Completion of the national map Is expected
before the close of the year.
map

He

came

spinal
Paquet

Friday j

home

still in

is

poor

very

trouble.

Frank

Leighton
and

and

Genevieve,

Northeast Harbor for the

gone to

summer.

Mrs. Lelia Tripp and daughter Muriel
have closed their schools in Trenton and
are at home.
Miss Tripp expects to go to
Southwest Harbor for the
All

Mrs. Susie

Husband,
so

w

ho has been

far recovered

Benjman

of

Frank

Spear, with daughter
Brooklin, visited her son

North

recently.

Miss

Luetta

Bridges,

as

seri-

to

be

who

visiting at South Biuehill
Sedgwick, is home.
Mrs.
have

Joseph

spent

a

Mitchell and
few

weeks

here, have returned

summer.

glad to extend a welcome to two
more soldier boys recently returned from
overseas, Lawrence and Lionel Higgins of
Indian Point, who are visiting their parents, E. P. Higgins and wife.
are

ously ill, has

Mrs.

May,

Cora,

sisters,
have

are

Mosley and family, Needham,
occupying one of Mrs. J. T.

cottages.

two children

Liston, of Athol, Mass.,
visiting her father, G. W. Mayo.

Harry

are

Butler’s
and

and

Flossie

Charles

Mass.,

July

to

has
and

family,

with
Isle

who

relatives
au

7.

Thousands of

been

North

Haut.
B.

P<>ople

Package*
of Allen’s Foot-East- to their sons, brothers
or sweethearts iu the army and navy, because
the y knew iron) experience, that it would
fv sheu and rest their feet, make their shoes
ctznfortable and walking easy. Those who
u
e A -eu's Foot-Ease have solved .their foot
ti o lbles.
Sent

You Hesitate to Give
Coffee to Children

German

Rings

Cost
$5,000 Suit for

“Like

a

Humming Bird?”

“Ye*,

she does run pretty quietly.
Why? Well you see I'm very particular
shout keeping her engine correctly oiled.
That has a lot to do with keeping motors
quiet, smooth-running and powerful.
Sure. There’s never been a drop of anything but Polarine in her oil reservoir since
your father bought the car.
Yes, Polarine keeps her timing system
running right and her cylinders, shaft bear-

STANDARD

OIL

mgs and all the other parts irom wearing
loose and shaking her all out of whack. Just

good in winter as in summer.”
Polarine retains its body and lubricating
all
qualities at all cylinder heats. Suits

as

types of engines.

Saves

wear

and

tear

COMPANY OF

—

NEW

YORK

SDCONY
Rlfi.

O*.

PAT.

and

Buy Polarine where you buy
where
power-full SoCOny Motor Gasoline
white and blue SoCOny
the
see
red,
you
Sign.
expense.

Then why give it to grown
folks? You can pleasantly
solve the question of a
table drink by giving all
the family

Kansas City, Mo.—Did Fate
follow John Soarello. slxteenyear-old Italian boy, when a
German Iron ring he was wear-

ing caught

In

a

box

nailing

ma-

chine at the Inman box factory
here?
After Judge Southern of the
circuit court had ordered the
Jury to find for the defendant,
It was discovered the ring belonged to Scarello and which
caused him to lose one finger,
bore this inscription:
“To show my honor and loyalty to the fatherland In this hour
of distress, I give my gold for
this iron.”
The boy had sued for $5,000.
The evidence showed be was
careless, and the jury was Instructed to find for the defendant.

Postum Cereal
*

Boiled full 1 5 minutes after
boiling begins, it tastes

much like superior coffee.
It’s an economy.

Grist Mill Stops.
Huntington. L. I.—A grist mill on
the west side of Huntington Harboi
ceased operations for the first time in

OFP.

PRODUCTS

Boy
Injuries.

The v4n at a rvttablr draU-r
and ft* wmklibe*»GoJoiii-r

167 years. D. Webster Smith, the proprietor, said so little grain Is being
raised In the vicinity that the business
The mill was erected
no longer pays.
in 1752.

At Grocers.

|

Two sizes, usually sold at 15c and 25c

5iimi i iii i i n uni ii i ii i i i i n 11 mm i n i n i in m 111 n i nut untilm111 i ni un nmiiiiiii

jfinUHmuMEtLraos

TRIBUTE TO FRENCH WOMAN

COAL SHORTAGE
ON WAYs GOVT.
SAYS BUY MOW

Atlanta Rivals Reno
in Its Divorce Mill
Atlanta. Oa.—Because of the
(treat number of divorce suit*
Atlanta
in
the
; undefended
courts Judge John T. I’endleton. who a few weeks ago de1 dared that Atlanta is out-Renoing Kdio In divorce records, has
recommended the appointment
by the county of a “divorce defender" to Investigate thoroughly ail divorce pleas and actively represent the defense in ail
undefended divorce cases.
“If husbands and wives knew
that both sides to these family
troubles would be aired in court
and that the faults of both aides
would be exhibited before the
jury, there would t>e a lot of
people more willing and eager
to settle their differences peaceably instead of rushing into
divorce courts," declared Judge
I’endletou.

Repetition

Geological Survey,

Delay

Ordering

Longer May

Corporal Chester

R-

Pricer

of

COUNTY

the

home lest
light srtilltery came
week, sfter two year’s active service.

Bancor were Burst* »t tbe
borne 01
Ashe last week.

NEWS

135th

American Traveier Tell# of Ktr Good
Qualities and the Great Debt the
Nation Owes Her.

|

j

j

|
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hOMES

from

a

|

j

j

Joon

Lie at.

Childs

8.

of the

Mini Adelaide

A.

infantry arrived Saturday for
two-days’ furlough.

built

a

mountain and

the

Astbury,

who

the Cbn-

o'clock.

3.30 to 6

July

17,

enjoyed.

was

were

served.

Delia™,,a"‘*'
*■
Aboot

,

,m>7
8-

5

*m*Ti*18

apron and fancy goods table
charge of Mr*. Orace Soderhoiu
table. Miss Pauline Kingsley; lce
Mrs. Mary Noyes. The
parcel
be in

charge

ol

members of tbs

*
club, who win
b,v,
some of their work.
There win
o’clock supper supervised
by
Junes and Mrs. Mary Kent,
followed by a dance under
the
ment of J. F. Jones and A. H.
Km«T
Kefreshroents will be served at
The proceeds of the fair and «

Mrs.

who

[n,^2
midni/J

has

M. E. Taylor,

supper will go to the village
library
cUtion and the evemng proceeds

WEST

Emma

„„

t0T

Village Improvement aaaociatiou
J»iy M.

Holden and a friend, of
Somerville, Mass., are visiting her grandparents, George Holden and wife.

BKOOKSVILLE.

Misiw. Virginia and Harriet
Tspte.
Nortollt, Va., arc visiting their .Lp; u„
*"•
O. L. T.pley.

..

A. E.

Carter, wife and daughter Violet,
Jamca H. Jones, with hi. wife
Lynn, Mass., who have spent two children, of Arlington,
SI.**.,
wee** here, have returned to their
home. his sister at the homestead.

,nd la

of

from

Tea, with sandwiches,

,

August

I>r. Herbert Smith and Miss Caroline
Smith of Washington, D. C., have arrived
at their cottage at Haven.

Plans have been perfected for the lawn
party at Mrs. Edward E. Chase’s on the

Thursday,

Ingraham of Rockland,

Mias

,u* l

At the meeting held at
Mr*
Wood's last Friday afternoon,
it
to bold the annual fair

Mr. Paraons, librarian of the Carnegie
library at Washington, I). C., is the guest
of Col. W. H. Thompson.

Parker, New
Merrill, Wmthorp, Maas.; Lieut. John Calhorn and
wife, Cleveland, O.; Mrs. Amelia Clough,
Dr. Berlin. Boston; Mrs. M. Wentworth.
Mrs. A. A. Gotder, Malden, Maes.; Mr*.
Bertha Oberson
and
Brockton,
son,
Elizabeth
Mass., Miaa
Grindle, East
N.
H.
Haverhill,

„',s®

v

Hour

been with her sister,
has returned home.

Grace

H.P.

Mr*. K. E. Lovejoy
entertained
ol friends in the bail
Mona*,
freshments

Miss Virginia Wilkinson of Somerville,
Mass., ia visiting her grandmother, Mrs.
Edna McFarland.

Haven, CL; Miss Abby

p,„

Mm

on

were present.

two weeks.

Mrs.

a

Wooster last week.

Dancinc

Capt. O. W. Herrick of Somerville,
Mass., has joined Mrs. Herrick here for

recently
occupation,

field.

afternoon of

large garage

town.

home in Cape Rosier.
The local baseball team played in Ellsworth Saturday and lost the game. Score,
8 to 6.
The Radio team of Bar Harbor
will play Bluehill July 19, at Academy

Mrs.

a

Nutter and family of bridge*
w»ter. Mass., are spending the summer in

has returned to his

Arrivals:

C. Farnsworth has had
at the factory.

William

was

discharged from the army of

bouse

Harry Grindle, who baa been in the
overseas service, arrived home Saturday.

gregationalists at the town park.
Samuel

keeping

is

J. Babson is visiting her niece,
Mrs. Julian Moore, at Deer Isle.

Herbert Smith and daughter Ins
of Portland are visiting Mrs. Smith’s
father, F. M Vsatie.
The Sunday schools held their annual
picnic Wednesday afternoon, July 9-the
on

Smith

Mr*. A.

Mrs.

Baptists

and
McCoy
Daytona, Fla., called

H. M. Pease.

for

56tb

pioneer

Ben

BROOK UN.

Doris Merrill returned Thursday
visit to her brother Normso in

Miss
Boston.

;

The French woman la brought op to
neglect none of the arts that attract
;
men.
Even In munition plants the
woman worker knows where the mirror hangs, often has her powder pnfT
Be
of 1917-18
;
at hand, and give* unconsciously the
deft touch to the hair, writes Lyman
Conditions Next Winter Says
If it has
Powell In the Designer.
sometimes
seemed to us that the
; French wife overlook* too easily the
unconsciousness of s husband, it la beMINES IDLE WITHOUT ORDERS.
cause we have failed to understand
]
! that French women are expected to
;
keep themselves so attractive to the
Those Who
mate after marriage aa well a* before
that he will not want to wander over
Not Get Their
j fields.
Fuel Later On,
If it be asked what woman Is suf;
ficient ail through life for the double
duty of being a good wife and a good
The United States Geological Surrey
1
mother, I name you France, and add
announces from Washington the probthat French women are in this regard
of
another
coal
short'!
ability
general
the marvel of their sex and the strongThe anage next fall and winter.
est bulwarks of monogamy.
____
And all talk about the lower birth
nouncement
Is
based, the
Survey
rate In France la beside the mark. The
states, upon a nation-wide study of
FORTUNE LOST IN STRIKES child is held so precious In the French
conditions in the bituminous field.
mind that he usually remains a dream
Unless steps are taken at once, the
Labor Disorders in Ruhr Coal District
child till the right conditions are In
Survey says, to place the mines upon
of Germany Prove Financial
sight for his upbringing. If allowance
a basis of Increased production there
Disaster.
be made for that fringe of the unprois every prospect of a rei>e;ition to
ductive found in every land, it is
some degree of the situation that preBerlin.—The strike recently concludd ltdfnl whether the birth rat# among
vailed in the United States during the ed in the Ruhr coal district has cost
the high-minded and responsible is
winter of 1917-18.
the miners $8,000,000 in wages. The 1 lower over there than over here.
The only way production can be stim- output deficit for April Is 3.S30.000
x ne r reucu woman cannot ne sumulated at the present time. It Is said. Is tons, representing more than $34,000toed np in a phrase.
Contrary to the
by placing orders with the mines for 000.00. The loss to physical property general opinion, she is simple, practis<»
believed to he
cal
great as to presensible,
coal which will be needed later on.
tenacious, deliberate,
cautious, farsighted and affectionate.
“Production during the first five months rlude profitable operation for a long
time to come.
She is sensitive but not sentimental.
of the year," reads the statement, “fell
She Is talkative but not superficial.
The miners In the Ruhr coal fields
57,292.000 net tons, or approximately
She is ebullient but enduring.
are more than $23,000,000 out on their
She is
25<v below production during the first
a compound of heart and head, which
wages account as the strikes have been
five months of 1918. Mines are producgoing on Intermittently since the beginexplains Joffre, Petaln, Foch and the
ing coal now at the rate of from 8.000,- j ning of the revolution. In the Ham- I iu. who have fought these four
000 to 8.500.000 tons a week. An aver- horn district miners struck 83
years past >>ur battle as well as their
days out
age output of 10,700,000 tons a week
own
of 140 working days between November
and have been the surprise ot
must be maintained from June 1 to j 9 and April 28.
every friend as well as the exasperation of the foe.
The lo*s to the narb-n as a result of
January 1 next If the country's esti- |
If Waterloo was won on the playing
mated needs of 500,000,000 tons this
the com! strikes cannot be computed. It
fields of Eton, Hugby, Harrow, cercaused a general paralysis of railway
year are to oe met.
tainly the Marne. Verdun, the Somme
traffic. the shutting down of industrial
Evil of Delayed Order*.
were won in the French house where
and a loss of revenue and
plants
At no time during this year has the
ttie French woman lives and manages,
freight to the state railways. The narate of production approached the resmiles and plans, suffers and "carries
tional strike fever la believed to have
quired tonnage. The tendency on the ! caused a depreciation In the national
on."
of
part
buyers to hold off placing their i currency of more than $4 m >0.000.000.
otders Is limiting production, as the and to have aided to repress the value
Fish Trapped In Tomato Can.
m.nes cannot store coal at the point of I of the German mark abroad.
Early in November Allen Wiffin of
Blalrsvtlle, N. Y.. filled a tomato can
p> eduction, and when the rush of
nearly full of worms and went to the
otders for the winter's needs come*
GOING TO EXPLORE ANTARCTIC lake to tlsh for pike. lie anchored his
n*xt fall there Is grave danger that ;
rowboat near Lone Bar and proceeded
the mines, with depleted labor forces !
Veteran British Traveler Will Spend
to fish.
and the probability of less adequate !
Six Years in South Pole
Late In the afternoon Wiffin placed
will
be
transportation,
unable to meet
his catch in a bag, picked up the cau,
Region.
the demands. The result of such a sitwhich has half-full of angleworms, and
uation would he an Insufficient
London.—John L. Pope, veteran ant- threw it into the water. He says that
supply
for the requirements of domestic conarctlc explorer, Is organizing an exwhen the can struck the water a large
pedition to pass six rears in the south fish Jumped out. hit the can with Its
sumers, public utitities and industrial
pole region. The exploring party Is to
tail, and the can filled with water and
wsers generally.
sank.
"It Is believed that requirements for tie known as the "British imperial antA few days later Wiffin again went
this year." reads a Survey statement arctic expedition." It will leave England In the famous ship Terra Nova In
to the lake to fish.
He anchored his
to Fuel Administrator Garfield, “win
•Tune. 1920. and will not return until
boat SO rods from shore and had fished
be about 830.000,000 tons of bituminous
1928.
for nearly an hour when he discovered
coal, of which approximately 30.000,000
An airplane is to he taken on the exa tin can floating on the water.
The
tons have been used from stocks accupedition and a flight in it to the south peculiar motion of the can attracted
mulated -last year, leaving 500.000,000
pole is contemplated. The plane will
his attention, he says, and he rowed
tons to be produced.
Of this 500,000,- also he
used to facilitate the surveying
the boat to it, and with a landing net
000 tons ITS.tiOO.OOO tons were produc1
of the antarctic regions.
scooped tbe can Into the boat. Great
ed during the first five months,
leaving
Mr. Cope will also take with him the
was
his surprise, he says, when he
322.000,000 tons to be produced In the
latest wireless telegraphic devices to
raised the can from the water to see a
remaining 30 weeks, or an average of
enable him to keep In constant touch
large fish with its head In the can.
10,700,000 tons a week.
with the rest of the world while he is
“Thus far this year production has
Lafayette Home Shelters Orphans.
been at the rate of 8.200,000 tons a making his explorations.
The old home of General Lafayette,
The main object of the
week. Tn 1018 production was at the
expedition Is
to ascertain the
rate of 11.300.000 tons a week.
position and extent of at Chavanlac, a town In the department of Haute-Loire, is
"This production will be difficult of ac- the mlneraloglonl and other deposits
being used aa
an
American home for French war
complishment. The capacity of operat- of economic value known to exist In
The
orphans.
Lafayette fund coning mines at the present time with labor Antarctica, and arrange for their pracducts the shelter.
tical development as a further source
now on the payroll Is about 10<fr lower
A
hundred
of
children
than it was last year. This deficiency
from the devasimperial wealth.
tated regions are at Chavanlac.
A
may be made op In part or wholly If
modem
schoolhouse aDd a hospital
the mines have orders sufficient to run
maim
Arth
have
r
heen
Ah
Ar!M
built
near the old chateau.
them five or six days a week unless the
HANDS
The orphans learn English.
threatened exodus of foreign-born labor
They
Doctor Gamer Plana
are
being brought up with the aim of
Establishing Colof
ony
Chimpanzees In United
sending them to America after the
May Be Car Shortage.
war for the completion of their
States.
pro"Present wage agreements between
fessional or commercial education.
and
miners expire with
operators
New
York.—Dr. Richard Lynch
They are learning American ways and
the proclamation of peace by the PresGamer announced hie Intention of es- |i Ideas.
In America, each child has a
ident. A suspension of mining opera
colony of"chimpanzees and
godfather who wlU take over Its eduations while a new wage agreement is tablishing
In
gorillas
the United States to uplift i cation later.
being negotiated would, of course, serithe entire ape race. He has Just reThe best care that American sdously interfere with the production of
turned after two and one-half years
enee can give Is afforded the
coal and If it should occur
children.
during the spent In the French
Congo for the ! The Lafayette fund la a wealthy or
fall would cause a panic among buyers
Smithsonian Institution.
ganlxatlon and Intends to greatly exand consumers of coal.”
The professor said he believes apes,
tend Its work.
There Is no use in gambling upon
_
this or any other contingency, fuel ad- if given the advantage of modem edAccident* Notably Decreased.
ministration officials say. The firm or ucation and environment would develAccidents In the Iron and steel Inindividual who wants to be sure of an op Into a race that would sow and
dustry have decreased by more than
adequate coal supply next winter can reap and toll in the mills. In refined
two-thirds during the last tsn years
be certain by buying coal now. There young lady apes the professor sees a
as the result of a
Is no other way such assurance possible solution of the servant probmovement to enlem.
force aafety regulations,
can be obtained.
Transportation also
according to
a boy
Sam.
a
that
the
to
ape
shared
be
report
bureau
a
of labor statispromises
by
my
limiting factor If the
tics.
In 1907, the report shows, 248
flood tide of demand comes at a time home in Africa, learned to fetch things
men were killed or injured out of
when the country's record crops are I called for," he said.
"He became as
In some districts It partlcujar as I about bed sheets^elng ! every 1,000 employed, while In 191j
being carried.
would appear certain that, notwith- smoothed out, and couldn’t go to sleep i the accident rate was reduced to 81
standing the utmost endeavors of the without a pillow. If man could train
per 1,000. A further reduction would
Railroad Administration and the util- a dog to herd sheep, man can make a
have been recorded In 1917 but for the
isation of Its experience last fall, car farm hand out of an ape.”
I dislocation of Industrial processes to
'Shortage will be a cause limiting bitumeet war needs, the report
says.
minous coal production, and for that
LATINS BUILD BETTER
reason It is problematical whether the
EAST FRANKLIN.
expected production of 500,000,000 tons Influence of Italian!
Who Have Lived
can be attained this year.
Charles Hulbert and lam ily of Upton
in United States Alda
Shortage of labor already is a facspent the week-end with his parents
Movement,
tor that Is cutting down the output in
! here.
some coal producing sections, accordRome.—The Italian who has lived
John U. Hardison is home from Brewer,
ing to the Survey's report The operalong in America is helping to Amer- where he bea been employed in the
tors report that from 36,000 to 40,000
shipicanize Italy more potently than any
yard.
foreign-bom miners expect to return to
other factor. He has Introduced Ameras
soon
as
can
Europe
they
get pahs
Miss Gladys
Scammons, Lillian Hulbert
ican ideas and Americans ways of doports and that many have already reand Emily Banker have gone to Bar Harturned. If continued this movement ing things at every possible turn when ! bor to work.
It Is practical and more efficient than
will bs capable of producing but one
the Italian.
Mrs. Minnie Wentworth and daughter
,
result—a reduction of the amount of
The Italo-American has brought hack
Marion have gone to Kangeley lake to
coal mined In districts whers the mine
fmm America an Idea of better
labor is largely foreign-bom, and there
housing visit his son Everard.
conditions, and if he decides to settle
are many such districts.
William
Holiingswell and wife of
He who needs coal should hesitate again in Italy he builds a home patSpringfield, Mass,, and Dr. Henry Boynterned
American
along
lines
with
Mow is the time to buy
no longer.
ton of
are visiting at
plenty of space around It and with Its T. M. Townaend, Mass.,
coal.
Blaisdell’s.
division of rooms.
I July U.
B.

May

BLUEHlLL.

j

i

cents. There
etc., will be ser\ed for
will also be cooked food and home-made;

j

in * island

v,,u‘

Clifford R.
Cummings of 'tocktoo
Springs spent the week-end * „
L,.
ents, E. E. Cummings and wile.
Miss Lucy Hale Tapley at the
cant*,
Sunday evening gave a Ulk on btr
»wt
at Spetman seminary, Atlanta i*.
Kev. C. F. Atkins, wife and
•Mrs. Percy Flanders of Bangor, who Ruth and Dorothy, of Oxford, dsaghten
y y
has been visiting her
parents. C. C. occupying C. Roy Tapley’. cottage
during
Cousins and wife, has returned to her July.
home.
Rev. Edwin Fairley of Brooklyn, X.
y
Mrs. Nellie Hooper Barrett of Washing- who has a cottage at
Cape k.
ton, D. C., is spending the summer with preach at the Congregational
corch hoe
her aunt and uncle, J. H.
Hooper and every Sunday forenoon throuc
,as.
wiuiB'ii

in

town

rwnejfli
to attend the

Wrdn«d«jr

waa

funeral

of his

sister-ln-lsw, Mrs. Ward Freethey.
candy for sale. If unpleasant Thursday.
Bev. A. W. Bliley, who has
spent bis
The proceed* from tbit sale will be used vacation in town, left Friday. He w ill atj
tend the missionaries' conference in Kngfor street sprinkling, and it is hoped a
land.
large sum will be realized.

The entertainment committee of the
Ladies'
Social Library
announces an
evening in the latter part of this month ;
w ith Miss
Marion Wilson of New York, 1
in

her

character

sketches

Miaa Wilson gave
tertainment for
ago, and she
of entirely
date

w

library

the

come#
new

now

w

costume,

j

en-

several years

itb

sketches.

ill te announced

July

in

enjoyable

most

a

a

wife, at

program

A

definite

Mrs.

soon.

of

14.

8.

Haven,

mer.

James Deane and Arthur .Stanley

Koxbury, Mass.,

came

sltend the funeral of their

Weknesday
niece

and

to

sis- j

Hoy E. Smith and wife of w r-mr.
»re visiting bis
grandn -.a«, na'
Fhebe P. Tapley.
Mr. Smith ha- ,-ju a
turnejl from France, where

Mrs. Harriet Stauley Freethey.
Fred Herrick, who has been with the] for over a year.
Mias Griffin of Boston i« expected about
*
14army of occupation in Germany in the
Tows,
Jul> 10 to occupy John Tracy’s bouse.
] J°ly
56tb division, formerly the Milliken regi- I
MBMoaiAL Inou r:
Misa Thelma Carle of
Princeton is a I
two
weeks
ment, Spent
with bis faiber, j
R’Herea*. The Divine Msv
guest at lira. Fred Orcutt s.
2
HU
Dr. F. S. Herrick.
All bis friends wen* : infinite wisdom. b»« taken ?•
ra.U!
Mrs. Lydia Smith, who has been ill, is
to
welcome
him
glad
home again.
a faithful worker.
Sister U -y H
ter,

|

Jos**.

improving.

A

reception was held at the chapel
einyloymcnt at Wednesday evening, July 2, in honor of , ITfcrreas. We deplore her
at
the
home ot Mrs. Osgood.
Sullivan,
Rev. A. W. Bailey. There was a large at- chapter. Unaaduce chapter. >*
j yet her uprightness and
Miss Beth iiavey spent a few days last
j tend«nce. The reception committee bad he »n inspiration to u». an
week with her sunt, Mrs. Jessie Bragdon. changed the chapel into a pretty
recep- part a re fills oar hearts w
Miss Thelma Martin has

Mr*. Harold Hanna has gone to North- I tion room. With curtains at the windows,;
art squares and ruga on tie floor and.
east Harbor, where she has
employment, j
easy chairs ond flowers. Tb# reception
Laurence Orcutt of Minturn is visiting j
was followed bya abort address
of welat his former home here.
come by Dr. F. S. Herrick and a short
Orman Leighton of Bar Harbor spei i talk
by Mr. Bailey, after which bia son
the week-end with his mother, Mrs.
l*aul sang two fine solos. Refreshments
Fanny Leighton.
were served.
Edward Smith and w ife and Mrs. Lydia i
Harriet
of
Stanley, wife
Ward
Smith have arrived at their summer house
Freethey, died very suddenly at her borne
here.
Monday nigbt, after a few bours' illneaa.
CapC. Bickford and wife of Winter Although of retiring disposition, Mrs.
Harbor are occupying the Pettee rooms Freethey had many friends by whom she
for the summer.
will be greatly missed. She had been a
Mrs.

Leighton came from Bar
Friday to spent the week-end
Mr. Leighton.
Curtis

Harbor
with

At the club
home

meeting Wednesday at the
Mrs. Etta
Hammond, Mr».

of

Schieffelm

met

with

the

ladies and read

interesting letters from her daughter w ho is acting as a
secretary in the
V. M. c. A.
work in France. Miss
Schieffelin expects to arrived at her home
some

in Ashville

Jaly

soon.

14.

Mrs.

Phoebe.

L.

member

ot

small child.
be

hard to

Haynes

as

she

was ah

ideal mother.

is

working

at

the

V. Young has been in Trenton the
past week, getting hay.
Edward Metcalf ia with hia brother, C.
E. Metcalf, for the summer.
O.

purchased a small
John Hopkinsvjr.

Mrs. Meda Brown is home from Calais.
She was accompanied by her
daughters,
Miss Addie Brown and Mrs. Jessie Waaon.

drat lot of drafted men to leave
county, and has seen more than

of the

one

Hancock

eighteen months of foreign service.
J uly 14.
T. E. U.
EAST BLCEH1LL.
J. Orindle left Thursday for Concord,
N. H.
A.

Mias

Christie Tufts, recently returned

from overseas, ia home.
ia

Mrs. H. E. McQueaten of North Andover
here for the summer.

Capt.

H.

Mrs.

A.

P. Long

and

wife

Bpent
few days last week in Hallowell.

a

to

9t

tod

ccpsUsj
sSictioa.
’farther

a

••peel

to

r.»

be

Ells*
-ad oc*
il

:o :

1 astern

M;

it has

very

ill

here

at

iherv

s

Portland for treatment
hi*

n

ne.

visiting th>Bunker, and r*U
Gott a island and Cranberry I>
ing to New York last Monda;
Mrs.

Mr*.

been

Mary

ca
rv.ars-

Kthel Bunker of Sout:.*e*t Ha:*
called on friends ben Sunday.

Mias
bor

the love of her many friends. The
sympathy of the community goea out to
the family.

Hchodner Thomas H
La» recce discharged coal for Wn. Cnd :* i Co.

L'sk Femme.

laat

week.

Artemau
finished work at Hollis Reed
the machinery to
Maurice
ocnoner »

NORTH BltOOKUN.
Candage Ward, who baa bean
visiting here, baa returned lo her home in
Rockland.
Joe Tapley

came

from

»

»•

:

moved

Tiijrtten’s.

Bernard.
Essie Huntley is employed
Harbor.

Bar Harbor Sat-

in

North-

east

urday

for a brief viait borne.
Mra. Florence Flye, who baa been Ttailing at Bluebiil Falla, ia borne.

Capt. Joshua W. Stanley is *■ now*
ftuhing. He been captain of the "xt*
>n B*
trawler Pioneer, which is no*
railway installing two 200 b p. C. 0

Eugene Cole baa returned from Opeecbee, where be baa been employed.
Or. Raymond Clark and wife of Deer
lale made a brief viait at Aidant
Young's

engines.
P M.

July 14.
EGYPT.

laat week.

G. A. Linscott is working at Town HilL
G. A. Linscott and family spent th«
week-end at Corea.
Daniel Weal of Bar Harbor was a recent

Burna and Mra. Sadie Eaton of
Rockland are spending a tew day a at the
Mra. Ida

Corporal Alexander Ward arrived home
Saturday from overseas. Corp. Ward was

t«

McKLNLEV.

By I veater Gott «a* t«*.
Maine hospital Friday

P. S., have

of

11.

dr-

w,

McKay au-1 Mr* fclatb- r Got!
accompained him.
Samuel Harding and mfe, Tmidni.

leaves, besides her husband, six small
children, two brothers. Frank SUoley ot
this place and Arthur of
Koxbury. and
one
half-sister, Mrs. Harold Bracy of
Otter lreek, all ot whom were present at
the funeral. Kev. A. W. Bailey officiated.
The floral tributes were aileut testimonies

July

ertr

her

remember her many acts
devotion; therefore be it
Jfaaofrerf. That we extend
to the bereaved family
|n
and commend them to her
Hrtolrrd, That as a tok
her mem rjr, a copy of tb<
sent to the family, one twokth AnaaiCAM tor
pa
to the Hagaducechapter, N

been

Cordelia

Ocean house.

Frank Dolliver has
truck for hia grandson

All,

<'

*

Grace

family.

SEAWALL.
F. Newman ia home for the

Cora

Baptist church since a
In the home her place will

She

summer.

Mrs.

the

fr-.n etr
l

old borne bere.

Mr. and Mra. Arthur Cole are
receiving
congratulations on tbe birtb of a daughborn
ter,
Tueeday. Thelma Harriett.

guest of relatives here.
Charles A. Mitchell of Hkowbetfsn 645
visiting S. H. Savage the pest
Miss Julia Sawyer and Fred Budway ot
Bangor were guests of Howard Hodgkin*
for the Fourth.

William Gilee and wife arrived Thuraday from Boeton, and have opened their
cottages for tbe aeaaon.

been

Cbarlea

Wood Bond and wife, with
relatives, of Boeton, have arrived at
their summer residence hare.
Samuel Butler and family of Winterport came Wednesday for a two weeks'
visit at tbe borne of Adalbert
Seavey.
other

Clarke and little nepb«w
visiting Miss Clarke’s parents, A®*
Clarke and wife.
Miss Vivian

are

Mrs. Abbie Ingalls and dsugbter
Portland were guests of 0. *
Linscott and wife Sunday.

South

M isa

May Spear, who for several years
bas been employed in
Boeton, is at her
Holcie Coombs and Norris Savsge
Twining of Burlington, Maas, borne "The Lookout,” for her vacation.
1
the week-end with their families here.***
is viaiting her daughter, Mrs. tt. B.
Long.
Low price for herring bids fair to drive turning to Bath Monday.
Mrs. Harry Wright and two
daughters, many out of the business of
July 14.
of Andover, Mass., are here for the
_4
herring
summer.
catching.
GOCUWBORO.
Mrs. George Hussey of
from here attended tbe reception,
H. Havey »nd Iving Mac Donald ««*
Providence, K. I., Many
ia with her
mother, Mrs. Cora Long for preaching service and other services of
Bangor last week.
the summer.
Rev. Mr. Bailey at the
Baptist church, Miss Sybil Hammond spent the weekJuly 14.
Brooklin, last week. Mr. Bailey, who for
with her grandparents.
ten years has been a
missionary in Africa,
W
GOTT’S ISLAND.
Charles Tracy, who has been viai
preached here for several years, and I
Charles K. Ovington and wife of New gained
at North Sullivan, is home.
warm friends.
many
York are at their cottage, “Calico Rock.”
i>'
Mrs. George Stanley aud little dan
July 14.
Xexophox.
W. M. Hall of East Orrington is
ter Elaine have gone to Milbridge.
stopping here and going fishing.
WEST OOCLOHBORO.
Fred Foss, who has been visiting
N. B. Trask, wife and son
Harbor, ls
Leland, of
Byron Bunker was a business visitor sister, Mrs. Higgins, at Bar
Atlantic, visited their daughter, Mrs.
home.
Charles H. Harding, last week.
in Bar Harbor
Monday.
Harold Young, who has been h0®*’
Eugene Stanley and family of McKinThere will be a dance in the V. I. A.
MouD
*n Holsey Moore’s
livit|K
has ret urned to his ship, C. S. 8.
lel,,ar«
house, hall next Saturday night.
while Mr. Stanley is doing the
Vernon.
haying for
the island people.
•Mra. Florence Young of Ellsworth
Misa Grace Young and Alien Ficfcel!
Irville Davidson, wife, daughter Doro- called on friends here last week.
A reosjk
were married last Tuesday.
thy and son John, of Roxbury, N.
Mr. ana »
Mark Baibidge and Mrs. Sarah Strout
was held the same day.
his
mother, Mrs. Davidson of Weymouth'
and a friend, Dr. Martin of Illi- of Milbridge, viaited C. P. Bunker and
are at
thei^cptUge for the summer. w ife last week.
Mrs. Chips, je.
Lin wood Jordan, wife and
of

Mass.,
nois,

daughter

|

Fickett have the best wishes
friends. They have goDe to Connects
where

|

July

they
14.

have

employment.
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